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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

Brain-Mimetic, Three-Dimensional Hyaluronic Acid-Based Hydrogels to Investigate 

Effects of the Tumor Microenvironment on Glioblastoma Progression 

 
by 
 

Alireza Sohrabi 

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2021 

Professor Stephanie Kristin Seidlits, Chair 
 
Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common and lethal type of brain cancers with median 

survival of 12-15 months. The poor patient prognosis is partially due to the highly 

infiltrative nature of GBM. GBM cells invasion through brain parenchyma is the main 

reason for secondary tumor formation. We posit that the unique brain extracellular matrix 

(ECM) facilitates GBM invasion. Specifically, we focused on the perivasculature niche 

surrounding the GBM tumor and the biophysical properties of the tumor. To study these, 

we fabricated a brain-mimetic, three-dimensional hydrogel platform based on hyaluronic 

acid (HA) with orthogonal control on biochemical and biophysical properties. First, we 

used this platform to study the crosstalk between GBM cells and the perivasculature. We 

found that cells derived from perivascular niche of GBM patient tumors induced a 

migratory phenotype in patient-derived GBM cells. Second, mimicking biophysical 

properties of a GBM tumor within the HA hydrogel platform enabled us to demonstrate 

that the ECM stiffness directly caused a switch in GBM metabolism pathway. By using 

this novel in vitro platform, we were able to uncover effects of the ECM on GBM 

progression which have not been observable with traditional methods.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction and background 

Glioblastoma (GBM), grade IV glioma, is the most common and lethal type of cancer 

originating in the brain. Median survival time after diagnosis is 12-15 months1. Patients’ poor 

prognosis is mainly due to two distinctive aspects of GBM: 1) GBM cells aggressively infiltrate 

healthy brain tissue and form secondary tumors, a phenomenon which renders local surgical 

methods ineffective, and 2) GBM tumors overwhelmingly develop resistance to standard 

treatments such as chemotherapies and radiotherapy. These two phenotypes combined translate 

into a 5-year overall survival rate of 5% for pateints2.  

GBM genetic subtype 

Based on data deposited in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), GBM frequently 

has amplified genes like the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), mutated genes 

like the tumor suppressor p53 (TP53), and the homozygous deletion of genes like 

CDKN2A/B3. Researchers have identified that major altered pathways in GBM are the 

receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK)-RAS-phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), retinoblastoma 

suppressor (RB), and TP53 pathways. These pathways and their alteration significantly 

facilitate tumor progression, proliferation and survival3. Interestingly, researchers have 

been able to induce GBM in mice by activation of RAS and Akt pathways in neural 

progenitor cells4. Based on common molecular alterations, GBM has been classified into 

four subtypes: proneural, classical, neural and mesenchymal. This classification is heavily 

based on abnormalities in the platelet-derived growth factor-a (PDGFA), EGFR and 

neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1). Out of these subtypes, patients diagnosed with mesenchymal 

subtype typically have worse prognoses. However, more recent studies have suggested 

this GBM classification system is inaccurate, as both tumor-associated, non-malignant 
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cells were included5. To remedy this, researchers have used three methods, 1) 

comparison of patient samples with their matched cell culture, 2) performing single cell 

RNA sequencing on GBM cells, and 3) comparison of biopsies from the tumor core versus 

the tumor periphery. Recent studies performed comprehensive longitudinal analysis of 

GBM transcriptome, excluding non-malignant cells revealed the presence of three 

subtypes rather than four: proneural, classical and mesenchymal.6  

One important shortcoming of this classification is dismissing the isocitrate 

dehydrogenase (IDH)-mutant class of GBM tumors. IDH is an important rate-limiting 

enzyme in the Krebs cycle and metabolism. Recently, IDH mutation has been closely 

linked to GBM occurrence7. IDH mutants produce high levels of 2-hydroxyglutaric (2-HG), 

which inhibits GBM stem cell differentiation. In addition, high 2-HG can result in increased 

expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which promotes 

neovascularization around the tumor7. Finally, it has been shown that IDH mutation can 

induce high expression of hypoxia-inducible factor-1a (HIF-1a), which promotes GBM 

invasion. All of these changes eventually result in GBM tumor progression, invasion and 

formation of secondary tumors7.  

 
GBM Microenvironment 
 

GBM tumors, originating in the brain, are isolated from the peripheral tissue behind 

the blood-brain barrier (BBB), which closely interacts with the unique microenvironment 

of the brain8.  Even highly aggressive GBM tumors rarely metastasize outside of the 

brain9. In addition, metastatic tumors originating outside of the brain integrate minimally 

into the brain microenvironment10.Together, these findings strongly imply that the unique 

brain microenvironment is preferred by GBM tumors. The brain extracellular matrix (ECM) 
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is composed of very few fibrous proteins and high amounts of specialized proteoglycans 

(PGs), glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and glycoproteins8,10. In addition, soluble-factors, 

cell-cell interactions, and mechanical ques paint an exceedingly complex 

microenvironmental landscape. This complex ECM is altered in GBM tumors to support 

the growth and invasion of GBM11. Figure 1.1 summarizes these interactions. In addition 

to brain ECM, GBM dynamically alters the microenvironment by secreting its own ECM 

and degrading the brain ECM around it. These dynamic changes in ECM, in turn, 

upregulate ECM deposition genes and degradation enzymes secreted from the GBM 

tumor8,10,12. 

One of the most abundant brain ECM components is hyaluronic acid (HA). HA is 

a negatively charged, unbranched GAG present at high molecular weights (~1 MDa) in 

the normal brain. HA chains act as the organizational centers of brain ECM, interacting 

with other molecules (proteins and PGs) through HA binding peptides (HABPs) to create 

a hydrogel-like microenvironment13. In addition, GBM upregulates HA expression which, 

in turn, contributes to many aspects of GBM including initial tumor development, cell 

proliferation, invasion and drug resistance14,15. In addition to HA overexpression, GBM 

cells overexpress HA-specific receptors, like CD44 and RHAMM. Concurrent 

overexpression of all of these factors can potentially lead to the hyper-aggression of the 

tumor16,17. Similar to many other cancers, it has been shown that GBM cell interactions 

with HA, through CD44 ,leads to tumor growth, invasion, and treatment resistance18,19. 

For instance, HA-CD44 interactions increase activation of the PI3K-AKT and MAPK-

ERK1/2 signaling pathways, which results in an increase in apoptotic resistance and the 

migratory capacity of GBM cells20,21. Moreover, HA-bound CD44 interacts with many 
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other membrane-associated proteins such as RTKs, matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), 

and integrins to promote cell invasion and matrix degradation20–23.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 1: Complex tumor microenvironment of GBM: HA, interacting with 
other proteins and GAGs form a hydrogel-like mesh around the tumor which 
relays chemical and mechanical signals to the GBM. Beside the mesh, 
interstitial pressure around the tumor alters mechanical signaling of tumor. In 
addition, GBM dynamically interacts with other cells in its microenvironments. 
(Figure adopted from Xiao et al., 2017)   
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Integrins are the main cell surface receptors for attachment to the ECM. HA-bound 

CD44 receptors act synergistically with many integrin subtypes (b1, b3, b5 and av) to 

promote cell migration24–26. However, HA alone typically does not support cell adhesion 

and migration without additional integrin-binding proteins such as vitronectin, tenascin-C, 

osteopontin, etc. 8,10. Interactions of ECM protein with integrins on GBM cells generally 

leads to apoptotic resistance and invasion. For instance, GBM invasion alongside 

vasculature is promoted through the interaction of integrins with collagen IV and 

laminin24,27,28.  

Beside ECM proteins, other brain ECM components, like glycoproteins and 

chondroitin sulfate (CS), are upregulated around GBM tumors10,29. Glycoproteins have a 

wide range of roles in cell growth and migration. For instance, heparan sulfate, by 

sequestering growth factors (e.g. EGF, PDGF-a and transforming growth factor-b (TGF-

b)), facilitates activation of oncogenic RTKs29–31. Effects of PGs on GBM cells often 

depends on the simultaneous presence of other ECM components. For example, one 

study showed that migratory GBM cells cleave the PG brevican and that the product of 

this cleavage associates with fibronectin to enhance cell migration32.  

Soluble factors 

Tumor and tumor-associated overexpression of several biological factors, such as 

TGF-b, TGF-a, EGF, VEGF and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), promotes GBM cell 

survival and proliferation33,34. As more than 50% of GBM tumors have either amplification 

or mutation of EGFR, targeted therapies against it has been extensively studied in clinical 

trials33. Moreover, GBM tumors overexpress the PDGF-a receptor (PDGFR-a).  PDGF-a 

triggers an autocrine loop which promotes GBM proliferation35. Interestingly, EGFR-
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dependent tumors often acquire resistance to EGFR inhibition by switching growth 

dependence to PDGFR-mediated pathways36. Several RTKs (e.g. EGF, TGF-a and 

PDGF-A) interact with ECM receptors to enhance tumor progression21,23,30,37–39. For 

example, CD44 localizes near EGFR on the cell membrane to activate the ERK1/2-MAPK 

and PI3K-AKT pathways, leading to increased GBM cell migration and apoptotic 

resistance21,40.  

The presence of inflammatory cytokines is also altered in a GBM tumor 

microenvironment compared to a healthy brain tissue. This abnormal microenvironment 

is thought to contribute to GBM invasion, angiogenesis around the tumor and other 

pathological phenotypes34,41.  Numerous studies have shown effects of TGF-b on GBM 

proliferation (by increasing PDGF-b expression)42, angiogenesis (by upregulating VEGF 

expression)43 and tumor invasion (by enhancing MMP expression)44. In addition, TGF-b 

inhibits tumor clearance by cytotoxic T cells and induces an immunoprotective, M1-type 

phenotype in infiltrating macrophages and microglia. M1-type macrophages have been 

shown to support GBM tumor growth44–46.  

Another important soluble factor in the GBM microenvironment is low molecular 

weight HA (<50kDa). Low molecular weight HA is the product of HA degradation by 

hyaluronidases, which are overexpressed by GBM cells47. Unlike native, high molecular 

weight HA, low molecular weight HA can modulate toll-like receptors (TLRs) activity48. 

Although not well-studied in GBM, activation of TLRs on immune cells by low molecular 

weight HA has been reported to cause a proinflammatory response. For instance, it has 

been suggested that low molecular weight HA activates TLR4 and induces TNF-a 

expression in macrophages49.  These studies indicate that, in GBM cells, low molecular 
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weight HA may participate in TNF-a autocrine loop described above. Interestingly, Wu et 

al., 2015, showed that in breast cancer patients, high serum level of HA fragments 

(<50KDa) and not total HA level, correlated positively with occurrence of lymph-node 

metastasis50.  

GBM cells migrate through brain parenchyma while degrading the matrix around them51–

53, which necessary for formation of new blood vessels around tumors to supply high 

metabolic demands of GBM cells25. GBM cells primarily overexpresses MMP-2 and MMP-

9 and this overexpression directly correlates with poor survival in patients54,55. MMP-2 

targets many brain ECM components, including fibronectin and laminin, while MMP-9 

more specifically degrades laminin, osteonectin, and collagen IV56, abundant in the a 

basement membrane of blood vessels51. In experimental models, inhibition of both MMPs 

reduces GBM invasion and growth25,57.  

In addition to matrix degradation, MMPs can interact with GBM cell receptors, ECM 

components and soluble factor to enhance GBM progression. For example, MMP-2 

physically localizes close to integrin avb3, which mediates adhesion to vitronectin, thus 

enhancing cell migration in the vicinity of blood vessels58. In the same fashion, 

proteolytically active MMP-9 localizes near CD44, cleaves latent TGF-b and promote 

invasion and angiogensis59.   

Biophysical properties of GBM tumors 

Another crucial feature of an ECM is the mechanical properties of the 

microenvironment in which cells reside. For instance, Engler et. al showed that while a 

softer matrix drove differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) towards a 

neurogenic lineage, a stiffer matrix drove them towards a myogenic lineage60. In the brain, 
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cells sense and respond to micron-scale mechanical rigidity61. Mechanical signals are 

transduced by numerous cell receptors such as integrins, CD44, stretched ion channel 

and G-protein-couples receptors23,62,63. It has been shown that in response to ECM 

mechanical signals, integrin-mediated pathways like FAK/PI3K/AKT and ERK/MAPK are 

activated. These pathways are likewise upregulated in migratory cells23,64. Receptors that 

are anchored to the actin cytoskeleton, such as CD44 and integrins, can rapidly relay 

mechanical cues through the release of actin-bound transcription factors and direct 

coupling to the nuclear membrane65. RTKs can also respond to mechanical cues66. For 

example, in airway epithelial cells, compressive stress increases EGFR phosphorylation 

followed by an increase in the ERK pathway activity24. Tumor stiffening with disease 

progression and the role of mechanical cues in drug resistance and invasion have been 

extensively studied64,67. However, previous studies investigating the mechanism of GBM 

cell responses to mechanical cues contain discrepancies in methods used to measure 

tumor stiffness as well as conclusions drawn collected data66,68–71. For example, while 

Netti, et al., 2000,  reported that the linear compressive modulus of GBM tumors ex vivo 

was around 20 times higher than that of healthy mouse brain72.  In contrast, Pogoda, et 

al., 2014,  did not find any differences in the shear compressive moduli73,74. In clinical 

patients, indirect methods such as ultrasound-based elastography, have suggested that 

GBM tumors are approximately twice as stiff as tumor-free brain tissue in terms of 

Young’s modulus. Although most studies agree that stiffness of GBM tumor increases 

with disease progression75,76, it is remains unclear clear whether this can be attributed to 

the stiffness of ECM, the cells themselves, rising interstitial pressure or some 
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combination. Therefore, it is not counter-intuitive to hypothesize that GBM cells are softer 

than healthy brain cells around them77–79.   

As a GBM tumor grows, the local interstitial pressure increases. While cerebral 

spinal fluid drains through perivascular lymphatic system, in GBM, fluid accumulates 

which results in a sharp pressure gradient between the tumor and healthy adjacent 

tissue80,81. This elevation in pressure activates pathways similar to the ones activated by 

stiff ECM74. Recent studies have demonstrated that this buildup in interstitial pressure 

drives tumor growth and invasion specifically, through the CXCL12-driven chemotaxis 

and HA-CD44 interactions82,83.  

Cell-cell interactions 

Beside the ECM, homo-interactions among GBM cells and hetero-interactions of 

GBM cells with other cell types play important roles in tumor progression. GBM homo-

interactions, through gap junctions, can provide protection against drug-induced 

apoptosis. For example, Gielen et al., 2013,  showed that knocking down connexin-43 (a 

gap junction protein) sensitized GBM cells to temozolomide (TMZ) treatment84. GBM cells 

also interact with each other through cadherins, but their role in GBM progress is not clear 

due to conflicting reports. While some reports suggest that lack N-cadherin-based cell 

junctions are necessary for cell invasion, others report that N-cadherin is upregulated in 

GBM and does not affect cell migration85–87. These contradictory results might be due to 

the differences in GBM subtypes.  

GBM stem cells 

Over a decade ago, researchers first isolated a subpopulation of GBM cells called 

GBM stem cells (GSCs). Although few in numbers, it is believed that tumor drug 
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resistance and invasion is mainly due to the presence of these cells88. Hence, it is 

believed that GSCs survive/resist treatment, invade the healthy brain tissue and form 

secondary tumors (recurrent tumors)88,89. GSC function is heavily dependent on 

interactions with the ECM, non-GSC tumor cells and non-cancerous cells in the tumor 

microenvironment89. As with homotypic interactions, GSCs interact with other non-GSC 

tumor cells through both gap and adherens junctions. Interestingly, unlike non-GSC cells 

which have high level of connexin-43, GSCs upregulate another gap junction protein, 

connexin-46, which is essential for GSC self-renewal90,91. 

Similar to other tumors, GBM tumors require excessive amounts of nutrition and 

oxygen. To satisfy this, GBM utilizes multiple strategies to promote neovascularization, 

such as high jacking normal vessels (vascular co-option)92, sprouting of new vessels 

(angiogenesis)93 and formation of vascular-like structure by tumor cells (vascular 

mimicry)94. GBM cells can attract endothelial cells (ECs) and pericytes by secreting 

angiogenic factors like VEGF33,44. Alternatively, GBM cells can physically interact with 

pericytes through Cdc-42 and actin-based extensions to alter pericytes contractility95. 

Finally, GSCs can trans-differentiate into ECs and pericytes to create new vessels96,97. In 

addition to providing nutrition, the GBM vasculature plays and important role in 

maintaining the ability of GSCs to initiate new tumors , drug resistance and invasion98–

100.  GSCs, through direct contact with vasculature, can invade large distances from the 

original tumor101. In addition, direct interactions between integrin a5 and laminin, which is 

enriched near tumor vasculature, regulates GSC growth90,102. 
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Experimental models of GBM 

There have been numerous in vivo and in vitro models widely used to investigate 

GBM physiology, drug response and invasion. Each model bears some advantages and 

disadvantages. A summary of these models is presented Figure 1. 2.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. 2: An evolutionary diagram of models developed to study GBM.  A) First model 
developed for GBM studies is adherent model on 2D where GBM single cells are cultured 
on a protein coated surface. B) To maintain stemness of GBM cells, gliomasphere culture 
was developed. Additionally, to control the GBM microenvironment, GBM cells were 
cultured on a surface with ECM-mimetic components. C) Finally, to introduce the 3D 
aspect of native GBM microenvironment, GBM cells (single or sphere) were encapsulated 
in 3D ECM-mimetic hydrogels. In addition, GBM cells were xenografted in mice brains. 
(Figure adopted from Xiao et. al., 2017) 
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Two-dimensional culture models 
 

It has been half a century since researchers started using culturing patient-derived 

GBM tumor cells on two-dimensional (2D) surfaces to study GBM physiology. One of the 

most widely used cell lines is U-87. Although extensive data have been collected using 

this cell line, it is difficult to interpret results due to phenotype drift and extensive mutation 

since the original isolation. In addition, U-87 lacks representation of cell heterogeneity 

observed in GBM tumors103.  

Serum-based cell culture has been widely used to investigate effects of different 

agents on GBM. Serum contains various ECM components and soluble factors that 

facilitate cell adhesion and growth. Although simple to do, the serum method has a 

number of disadvantages. First, GBM cells cultured in serum lose phenotypic 

heterogeneity as serum induces selection of cells with specific characteristics103. Second, 

the presence of serum can cause phenotypic and genotypic changes in cells104. Finally, 

as serum is derived from animal sources, it typically suffers from poor batch-to-batch 

reproducibility105.  

In serum-free 2D cultures, coating surfaces with ECM proteins, which can be 

useful to study ECM-cell interactions, is common. The main pitfall with this method is that 

upon coating, proteins typically denature, compromising the relevance of results to in vivo 

cases. Moreover, it is difficult to mimic the complex mixture of ECM proteins of native 

brain ECM on a 2D surface. To circumvent this issue, researchers have widely used 

Matrigel. Matrigel, derived from the basement membrane of Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm 

mouse sarcoma, contains approximately 60% laminin, 30% collagen-IV and 8% entactin 

in addition to tethered growth factors including EGF, TGF-b and PDGF-b106. Beside 
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representing the complex ECM, Matrigel is compatible with both 2D and 3D models. 

Although useful for some experiments, Matrigel does not reflect GBM ECM. Another 

disadvantage of Matrigel is an inability to study roles of individual ECM components on 

GBM since one cannot control the composition. Finally, similar to serum reagents, 

Matrigel also suffers from batch-to-batch variability106.  

Suspension-based culture models 

To improve relevance to clinical data, a suspension-based culture system was 

developed more recently by establishing cultures of freshly isolated patient tumor cells in 

serum-free media supplemented with EGF and basic FGF-2107. Cells are then allowed to 

clonally divide in suspension to yield “gliomaspheres”108–110. Unlike serum-based 

methods, gliomaspheres better preserve the genotypic, phenotypic and in vivo 

characteristics of the individual GBM tumor from which they were derived108–110. Another 

advantage of this method is that gliomaspheres deposit their own ECM, creating a semi 

3D microenvironment in each sphere. Gliomasphere cultures have enabled researchers 

to study the GSCs, which are preferentially enriched in these cultures, in more detail. This 

method has provided valuable information about clinical drug treatments98,109.  

As mentioned previously, data from the TCGA has been used to classify GBM 

tumors into four major subtypes: proneural, classical, neural and mesenchymal111. 

Gliomasphere cultures, established from patients’ tumors have facilitated understanding 

the genotypic and phenotypic differences between these subtypes. For instance, 

comparing a mesenchymal GBM-derived gliomasphere culture with other subtypes may 

elucidate the mechanisms of proneural-mesenchymal transition (PMT) in GBM112. This 

information might be useful since in variety of other cancers, as upregulation of 
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mesenchymal genes is often correlated to more aggressive phenotype113. Interestingly, 

each GBM tumor subtype expresses distinct profiles of ECM receptors. Therefore, it is 

not farfetched to hypothesize that each subtype contains a unique ECM. Finally, it is worth 

mentioning that although these subtypes capture the primary GBM tumor spectrum, their 

characteristics most likely exist in a continuum in each patient113.  

Despite their advantages over adherent cultures, gliomasphere cultures have their 

own disadvantages. First, gliomasphere cultures are highly enriched in GSCs, which are 

relatively low in abundance in primary GBM tumors114. Second, formation of 

gliomaspheres is strictly an in vitro phenomenon whereas in vivo, GSCs reside in their 

niche such as the perivasculature niche98. To improve on gliomasphere cultures, Hubert, 

et al., 2016, successfully generated 3D, GBM organoids with millimeter-range sizes 

(gliomaspheres are typically 100–200 µm)115. In this organoid model, a hypoxic gradient 

was present throughout, inducing phenotypical difference between cells residing at the 

core versus cells residing at the periphery. Furthermore, the organoids also contained 

GSCs, resistant to radiotherapy, at the core, indicating a better resemblance to a human 

GBM tumor. Finally, when xenografted in mice, tumors formed from these organoids 

better matched histologically to a clinical GBM tumor. Although this organoid model has 

the advantage over gliomasphere culture of better mimicking clinical tumors, it requires 

months of culture, whereas gliomasphere cultures only need weeks to obtain115.   

In vivo rodent models 

In vitro models, although they enable researchers to perform more experiments in 

a shorter time frame, cannot account for many microenvironmental features of GBM such 

as stromal and immune cell interactions. Considering this, in vivo models have provided 
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unique useful results. Currently, mice are the most common animals used for in vivo 

studies of GBM. These models include orthotropic xenografts of patient-derived 

gliomaspheres, syngeneic transplants of mouse GBM cells and genetically engineered 

mice that spontaneously generate GBM tumors. In the past decade, orthotropic 

xenografting of patient-derived GBM cells into immunodeficient mice have become the 

gold standard specially for evaluation of drug efficiency108,109. These intracranial 

xenografts generate tumors that can recapitulate invasive phenotypes and 

histopathological features of patients105,109. Despite these advantages, xenografts 

established from gliomaspheres, which is the most common method, suffers same 

disadvantages of gliomasphere cultures (e.g., loss of heterogeneity and phenotypical 

drift). Another drawback of xenografts is the need for immunodeficient mice to establish 

human tumors. The use of nude or NOD-scid mice means that  important immunological 

events, such as interactions of GBM and T- cells, are not present116.   

Similar to other cancers, GBM tumors originating from different patients bear 

different genomic features. Hence, it is essential to develop methods that consider 

patient-to-patient variability. Recently, researchers have developed ‘AVATAR’ models in 

which patient GBM cells are transplanted in a NOD-scid mice freshly (within 12 hours of 

isolation)116,117. Unlike previous methods, transplanted cells in AVATAR models are never 

cultured ex vivo. AVATAR models preserve genomic features, subtype profile and 

histopathological features of the parental patient tumor117. AVATAR models hold promise 

for finding patient-specific biomarkers and develop patient-specific treatment. However, 

AVATAR models are not able to consider immunological factors due to the use of 
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immunodeficient mice. In addition, a general caveat for all mice models is that the human 

brain microenvironment is considerably different from the murine brain.  

Immunocompetent models of GBM are developed based on syngeneic 

transplantation of mouse GBM cells into species-matched mice104,118. Most commonly, 

C57/B16-background mice are used. For example, a model where cells from a GL261 

mouse GBM cell line are transplanted in C57/B16 mice118,119. Although this method is 

able to consider immuno-interactions, long experimental timeline as well as expense and 

animal use are some of this method’s disadvantages.  

A disadvantage of both xenograft and syngeneic models is that tumor initiation and 

development cannot be studied. Therefore, researchers have developed a model based 

on genetically engineered mice, where the role of specific genes and mutations can be 

studied during the tumor development119,120. In addition, targeted gene manipulations 

(such as mutation, silencing or overexpressing) can be done temporally119–121. Another 

advantage of GEM models is that tumors are initiated in immunocompetent mice, hence 

immunological interactions can be studied. In addition to differences between mice and 

humans, the main drawback of GEM models is lack of control on tumor initiation timing 

which hurts experimental reproducibility118,120,121.  

Bioengineered models to mimic the GBM microenvironment 

While rodent models enable researchers to study GBM in the native brain 

microenvironment, the cost, lengthy experiments and lack of reproducibility present 

noteworthy disadvantages. While in vitro models can address these challenges, lack of 

relevancy to clinical data due to absence of microenvironment, makes these models less 

desirable. To address these challenges, researchers have developed numerous 
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bioengineered models where physical and chemical features of GBM microenvironment 

can be addressed accurately. Most of these models are based on hydrogel biomaterials. 

Hydrogels are sponge like materials that exhibit tissue-like water content and mechanical 

properties which can be engineered to support cell culture in 3D122. The advantage of 

hydrogels is that their tunability on mechanical and chemical properties. This tunability 

enables researchers to investigate the role of matrix individual mechanical and chemical 

properties in GBM progression. In the following sections, I discuss the evolution of 

engineered biomaterials with their advantage and disadvantages. 

2D bioengineered models 

To mimic microenvironmental features of tumors, researchers have cultured GBM 

cells on modified surfaces that represent the GBM ECM both mechanically and 

chemically. Most early studies used polyacrylamide hydrogels, as they can be readily 

modified to present various mechanical properties, topographical features and bioactive 

molecules66,68,69,123,124.  

Whether due to ECM stiffening, or increase in interstitial pressure or both, it is 

generally believed that cells residing in GBM microenvironment experience higher 

mechanical forces64,66,73,74. To explore the role of these mechanical cues, researchers 

have cultured GBM cells on different materials such as silicon rubber125, 

polyacrylamide123,124 and HA62,70, with varying mechanical properties. Most studies 

reported increaser GBM migration, actin stress fiber formation and focal adhesions when 

cultured on more rigid surfaces. While the majority of these studies were performed using 

immortalized, glioma cell lines (e.g. U87MG and U373MG), one study reported that 

migration phenotype on 2D was unique the patient from which the tumor cells were 
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derived; while some of the patients’ cells migrated faster on rigid surfaces, some were 

unaffected126.  

As discussed previously in this chapter, an increase in substrate stiffness activates 

migratory signaling pathways also influenced by integrins and EGFR66. On 2D, close 

localization of focal adhesions and EGFR provided more evidence toward coordinated 

mechanical response between EGFR and integrins127. CD44 also has been shown to act 

as a mechanosensitive receptor where on a stiffer HA substrate, engagement of CD44 

with HA resulted in faster migration62. Culturing GBM cells in a confined microenvironment 

or on a substrate with topographical features also caused similar response to cultures on 

stiff substrates. Cells in confined microchannels69 or on a surface with aligned nano-

fibers128,129 exhibited cell polarity and faster migration.  

2D engineered surfaces have enabled researchers to conjugate bioactive 

molecules in a more controlled manner compare to simple absorption, as in traditional 

ECM-coated culture substrates70,124. Moreover, biomaterials can be modified to present 

combinations of ECM-peptides or whole proteins to better mimic the brain 

microenvironment. For example, HA-based hydrogels, modified with adhesion peptides 

are used to investigate interactive role of CD44 and integrins in GBM migration62,66,70,130. 

Furthermore, on a 2D surface, incorporation of HA increased migration speed of U87MG 

and U373MG cells130. 

Three-dimensional (3D) models 

2D models, although they have provided researchers with valuable insight into 

GBM, do not necessarily mimic the physiological conditions. For instance, punctate focal 

adhesions that are usually observed in 2D substrates62,66,123 are not observed in 3D 
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scaffolds or in a patient tissue131,132. Diffusion of nutrients, oxygen and metabolic waste 

is another feature that is better mimicked in a 3D scaffold compared to a 2D substrate. In 

the GBM microenvironment, cells experience hypoxic conditions which is shown to cause 

more tumor malignancy133. In addition to diffusion, 3D porous structure directly affects  

ECM degradation and GBM cells invasion134,135. Overall, 3D culture systems will be key 

to preserving crucial features of GBM tumors in an in vitro setting.  

GBM cell-ECM interactions are highly complex and heterogenous. Thus, A 

relevant 3D system, in which ECM properties can be tuned orthogonally can help 

researchers to disentangle these complex interactions and study them individually. One 

of the most common 3D systems is hydrogels. Hydrogels are more similar to native brain 

tissue in water content and can be designed to mimic the mechanical and chemical 

landscape of the brain more closely than any other system. Hydrogels can be formed 

using gentle aqueous chemistry which enables cell encapsulation without any harm to the 

cells. In addition, hydrogels are usually transparent which makes them an ideal model for 

cell migration studies through various microscopy techniques136.  

Hydrogels are formed either by covalent or physical cross linking of hydrophilic 

polymer chains into an insoluble network. Covalent crosslinking requires functional 

groups that can readily react when in close proximity. Condensation, Michael-type and 

Diels-Alder reactions are some of the most common methods to fabricate hydrogels. 

Commonly, a Michael-type reaction is used to form crosslinks from thioester bonds 

formed between a thiol (SH) and an acrylate, maleimide or vinylsulfone moeity136,137. 

Another method for forming covalent bonds is using photochemical methods. 

Photochemical methods have the advantage of precise spatial and temporal control due 
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to the fact that crosslinking does not occur until light-exposure happens. Traditionally, 

photo-crosslinked hydrogels were fabricated through chain-growth polymerization of 

acrylates38,39. More recently, step-growth thiol-ene (e.g. between thiols and norbornenes) 

photo-reactions have gained more attention138,139 as the reaction results in a more defined 

hydrogel network with fewer defects when to chain-growth reactions140.  

For a photochemical reaction to occur, a photoinitiator is necessary. Upon light 

exposure, the photoinitiator breaks down into radical species which, in turn, initiate 

crosslinking of polymer chains. Traditionally, the ultraviolet (UV)-activated initiator, 

Irgacureã 2959 (1-[4 (2-hydroxyethoxy)-phenyl]-2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-propane-1-one) 

has been used due to its fairly high water solubility and biocompatibility141. More recently, 

phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) has gained popularity as the 

photoinitiator due its higher UV absorption, improved water solubility and excellent 

cytocompatibility (compared to Irgacureã 2959)142.  

Most commonly, non-covalently crosslinked hydrogels are made through 

temperature or pH-induced formation of hydrogels. Most notable are thermally 

crosslinked hydrogels, such as those based on collagen I or laminin I which at 

physiological temperatures71,126,135,137,143. Alginate-based hydrogels are also formed from 

non-covalent crosslinks formed in the presence of a divalent ion like calcium (Ca2+)67,144.  

Role of mechanical properties in 3D 

The mechanical properties of the ECM surrounding GBM cells affect their 

behavior. Thus, it is of paramount importance to control the mechanical properties of a 

culture model. In general, one can increase mechanical properties of a 3D system by 

increasing the crosslink density or the concentration of the backbone polymer (Figure 1. 
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3). In Michael-type reactions, changing molar ratio of the donor (e.g., thiol) to acceptor 

(e.g., maleimide) can be used to change crosslink density. In photochemical methods, 

increasing the concentration of reactant groups (e.g., thiol and norbornene), increasing 

light intensity or exposure duration, or increasing the amount of the photoinitiator can yield 

stiffer hydrogels. Similarly, in non-covalent hydrogels, increasing the concentration of the 

backbone polymer (e.g., collagen I) or adding more Ca2+ (in alginate systems) will 

increase the stiffness of the resulting hydrogels.   

In contrast to 2D, GBM cells (U87MG, U87R, U118 etc.) encapsulated in hydrogels 

showed more migratory phenotypes in softer hydrogels23,145,146. However, there are 

conflicting reports. For example, some studies reported an increase in MMP-9 secretion 

in stiff HA hydrogels,38,39 whereas other reported the opposite147.  These contradictory 

data might be due to an inability to decouple effects of mechanical properties from ECM. 

In hydrogels formed from bioactive backbones (e.g. HA or collagen), increasing the 

stiffness via increasing the backbone polymer means more bioactive molecules available 

with which cells can interact. Alternatively, mechanical properties can be tuned by 

changing crosslink density. Regardless, both methods can affect the hydrogel pore size 

which potentially can alter cell migration as well as diffusion properties of the hydrogel.  
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Figure 1. 3: Controlling hydrogel mechanical and 
chemical properties in 3D: To change mechanical 
properties of a hydrogel, one can A) change 
crosslink destiny or B) concentration of the 
backbone polymer. C) incorporation of degradable 
sites (e.g., MMP-degradable linkers) can help cell 
migration via cell-induced degradation of these 
linkers. (Figure adopted from Xiao et al., 2017)  
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Biochemical composition of 3D scaffolds 

Similar to 2D models, biochemical features of a 3D model substantially affect GBM 

cells encapsulated within. To mimic the brain microenvironment, researchers have 

fabricated hydrogels using various ECM-derived biopolymers such as HA38,39,124,138,139,143, 

chitosan135,148, CS137 and collagen/gelatin39,128,135,143,149. As brain ECM contains high 

amounts of GAGs and few fibrous proteins (e.g., collagen I)150, HA has been extensively 

used to fabricate 3D hydrogels for GBM studies. To use these GAGs as hydrogel 

backbones, they must be chemically modified with functional chemical handles for 

crosslinking, like thiols and acrylates. Increasing amounts of HA or CS induce GBM cells 

to be more migratory134,151, less proliferative39, and high expressors of genes associated 

with GBM progression. Example of genes associated with GBM progression include HA 

synthases143, hyaluronidases143, MMP-938,39, MMP-239, VEGF and HIF1-a38,39.  

In addition, patient-derived GBM cells cultured in 3D hydrogels (such as HA) better 

mimic chemo and radio resistance observed in vivo than when cultured as 

gliomaspheres152. A HA is not cell adhesive, full proteins like acrylate-modified gelatin38,39, 

or collagen I135,143 are added to the hydrogel network to provide cell adhesion sites. 

Besides whole proteins, ECM-derived, cell adhesion peptides have been used 

extensively. The most common peptide used in 3D hydrogels is integrin-binding 

RGD62,138,147. One way to incorporate peptides is to add a functional group (e.g. thiols 

through a cysteine amino acid) that can react with hydrogel functional groups152–154. In 

addition, it is easier to control peptide functionality.   
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Modeling GBM invasion in 3D 

For cells to migrate, they must either squeeze through open pores in the ECM or 

actively degrade the ECM. Unlike in 2D, 3D systems can model these aspects of GBM 

progression. However, in most of the studies, effects of stiffness, polymer content and 

porosity cannot be decoupled. For example, to increase stiffness of a hydrogel, usually 

concentration of the backbone polymer or crosslink density is increased155. Both of these 

methods decrease the pore size. Hydrogels formed from biodegradable polymers, can 

facilitate cell migration through adhesion as well as degradation. In this case, increasing 

the concentration of backbone polymer increases both adhesion and degradation sites135. 

Collagen-I has been used extensively to study GBM migration. Collagen-I fibers provide 

a physical structure along which GBM cells tend to migrate156. In addition, GBM-secreted 

MMPs can degrade collagen-I, facilitating GBM migration. For example, Jiglaire et al., 

2014, showed that GBM cell (U87MG) migration in a 3D collagen hydrogel depended on 

MMP-1 secretion, while same cell line’s migration on a 2D collagen mat was independent 

of MMP secretion. Despite wide-spread use of collagen-I in GBM studies (since collagen-

1 ins upregulated in the tumor), it is unclear how these results are comparable to clinical 

data as brain ECM contains negligible amount of fibrous proteins10,136,157. 

A major physiological hallmark of GBM migration is overexpression of MMPs. To 

create a more controlled degradation model of GBM invasion in 3D, researchers have 

incorporated MMP-degradable sites in the hydrogel network (Figure 1. 3-C). This is 

usually done by synthesizing a bi-functional MMP-degradable peptide where the 

degradable sequence is positioned between two functional groups (e.g thiols)135,144. 

Alternatively, HA-containing hydrogels can support degradation through hyaluronidase, 
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which degrades HA and is also overexpressed by GBM cells134,158. Moreover, some 

studies suggest that the presence of HA can upregulate expression of MMPs in 3D 

hydrogels38,39,143. 

Only a few recent studies have tried to decouple effects of stiffness, porosity and 

biochemical presence in 3D. Kumar et al., 2010 71, fabricated interpenetrating networks 

from collagen-I and agarose in a way that hydrogel stiffness was increased by increasing 

the  concentration of relatively cell-inert agarose. This study found that softer hydrogels 

promoted more GBM cell (U87MG, U373MG and U251MG) migration. Although they 

could decouple mechanics from biochemical factors, adding more agarose in stiffer gels 

could change hydrogel porosity.  One possible method to decouple stiffness from porosity 

could be using PEG-based microribbons159. Alternative, one could use covalently 

adaptable networks where crosslinks can work as a ‘gate’ where cells can break 

crosslinks while passing and crosslinks can reform afterwards160.  Finally, Griffin et al., 

2015, fabricated hydrogels of microporous annealed particles (MAP) in which micro-

hydrogels are covalently annealed together to from a macro-hydrogel. In this system, 

adjusting mechanical properties of particles does not alter the porosity of the 

hydrogel161.However, the surface geometry and (i.e. small curved surface) is vastly 

different in MAP gels and could affect cell phenotype162,163. 

Modeling cell-cell interaction in 3D 

In the physiological microenvironment, GBM cells dynamically interact with 

surrounding cells (e.g., ECs, astrocytes etc.) (Error! Reference source not found.). While s

everal studies previously used conditioned media (media with non-cancerous cells 

secretion like ECs) to culture GBM cells in 2D systems, they cannot provide information 
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about the crosstalk between GBM tumor and other cell types residing the GBM 

microenvironment. Transwells53,164 and Boyden chambers are among methods used to 

study paracrine signaling among cells; however, these methods cannot study the direct 

crosstalk between GBM cells and their neighboring non-tumor cells. GBM cells and their 

neighboring non-tumor cells reside in a 3D microenvironment and communicate directly 

or indirectly through this 3D microenvironment. Therefore, 3D models have been 

necessary to study these interactions.  

To study the interaction of GBM cells with endothelial cells, Chen et al., 2009, 

seeded transformed ECs (HUVECs) on dextran beads. These beads later were 

encapsulated in a 3D fibrin hydrogel and GBM cells were cultured on top of the hydrogel. 

GBM secreted paracrine caused more angiogenesis in ECs165. This method could only 

study paracrine signaling. In an improved study, Yang et al., 2014, cocultured a GBM cell 

line (U251) with an immortalized astrocyte (TNC-1) with in 3D hydrogels. Their results 

suggest that the presence of astrocytes protected GBM cells from TMZ-induced 

apoptosis166. Recently-developed organ-on-chip devices like AngioChipÒ may provide a 

platform technology for more precise coculture systems26. For example, using this 

technology, astrocyte-endothelial cocultures showed BBB-like properties167,168. Methods 

like these can be used to investigate interactions of GBM cells with the perivascular niche.   
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Figure 1. 4: Cell-ECM and Cell-Cell interactions at the level of a single cell. Cell-cell 
interactions happens directly through gap or cadherin-mediated adherens (juxtracrine 
interactions) or indirectly though secreted soluble factors by neighboring cells (paracrine 
signaling) (adopted from Xiao et al., 2017) 
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Chapter 2: Role of microvasculature in glioblastoma invasion 

Introduction: 

The glioblastoma (GBM) perivascular niche (PVN) is mostly characterized by a 

hyper-proliferative and hyper-permeable neovasculature that supports the tumor and, in 

particular, glioma stem cells (GSCs). GSCs actively seek out these vessels169, migrate 

alongside them and maintain close association with vasculature’s endothelial cells (ECs) 

and pericytes 28,98,170. The GBM PVN is thought to be similar to the neural stem cell (NSC) 

PVN, which normally promotes NSC proliferation and survival171,172. Throughout the 

body, stem cells normally are maintained within similar protective niches173. New 

vasculature developed in and around GBM tumors contributes to formation of an hypoxia 

microenvironment14, which, in turn, promotes addition tumor creating a forward feedback 

that maintains multipotent GSCs 174.  

In addition to GSCs and ECs, the GBM tumor PVN includes microglia, astrocytes, 

and pericytes, forming a very complex microenvironmental landscape175. For example, 

infiltrating immune cells contribute to inflammatory angiogenesis and tumor cells 

proliferation through cytokine signaling176,177. Astrocytes, whose end-feet cover 

approximately 99% of vessel surfaces in the brain, are essential to blood brain barrier 

(BBB) function178,179. However, in rodent models xenografted GBM cells have been 

observed to disrupt these astrocytic end-feet while migrating alongside the vessels, 

degrading the basement membrane and possible increasing “leakiness” of tumor 

vasculature28,170,180.  

Interestingly, Calabrese et al., 2007, have demonstrated that ECs derived from 

patient GBM tumors  (TECs) secrete factors that promote GSC self-renewal and 
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proliferation in vitro and tumor growth in xenografted models98. This example clearly 

shows the need for more profound comprehension of signaling pathways in which GBM 

tumor interacts with neighboring vessels around them.  

Recently, the Kornblum lab (UCLA) has developed a list of angiocrines based on 

comparing the transcriptomes of human TECs derived obtained from GBM resection 

surgeries and non-cancerous ECs derived from human brain tissue obtained in the 

course of epileptic resection surgery (The interactome). The interactome provides us with 

a list of proteins that are differentially overexpressed in tumor derived ECs when 

compared with “healthy” brain ECs. In addition, the interaction highlights the candidate 

GBM receptors that interact with the proteins expressed from ECs. To investigate the 

role of interactome’s protein list on GBM migration, we decided to use the HA hydrogel 

platform, designed in our lab, in combination with a curated list of targets from Kornblum 

lab. The HA hydrogel platform allowed us to culture patient-derived GBM gliomaspheres 

in a 3D microenvironment and track GBM cell migration in response to the addition of 

target proteins.   

Materials and methods:  

 HA Thiolation 

High molecular weight HA was thiolated according to established protocols152. In 

all cases, molar ratios are reported with respect to HA carboxyl groups. Briefly, sodium 

hyaluronate (MW = 700 kDa, Life core) was dissolved in deionized water (DI-H2O). Then, 

1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide (EDC, Thermo Scientific Pierce) was 

dissolved in DI-H2O and added to the solution at a 0.125 molar ratio. N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, Acros Organics) was then added to the HA solution at a 0.062 
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molar ratio. The solution beaker was stirred continuously at room temperature (RT) while 

pH was adjusted to 5.50 using 1 M HCl for 45 minutes. Then, cystamine dihydrochloride 

(Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the reaction at a molar ratio of 0.125 and pH was adjusted 

to 6.25 using 1 M NaOH. The reaction was continuously stirred at RT overnight. The next 

day, dithiothreitol (DTT, Sigma-Aldrich) was added (0.5 molar ratio), the solution pH 

adjusted to 8.50 using 1 M NaOH and the solution was stirred at RT for 2 hours.  The 

reaction was quenched by adjusting the pH to 4.00. The solution was then dialyzed 

(MWCO 14 kDa, regenerated cellulose, ThermoFisher Scientific) against pH 4.00 DI-H2O 

for 3 days while protected from light. Dialysis water was refreshed twice daily. Purified HA 

was passed through 0.22 µm filters (EMD Millipore), flash frozen using liquid nitrogen and 

lyophilized. The dried product was vacuum sealed and stored at -20°C. Thiolation 

percentage was measured using 1H-NMR spectroscopy and an Ellman’s assay for free 

thiols152.  

Hydrogel fabrication and characterization 

Hydrogel precursor solution was prepared by dissolving HA-SH (0.5% w/v), 4-arm 

thiol terminated polyethylene glycol (PEG-SH) (Laysan Bio), 8-arm norbornene 

terminated polyethylene glycol (PEG-Norb) (Jenkem), 0.025% w/v lithium phenyl-2,4,6 

trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.25 mM thiolated peptides 

(Table 2. 1) (JenKem, USA) in 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH=7). The hydrogel precursor 

solution was cast into 4 mm diameter silicone rubber molds (Grace Biolabs) and irradiated 

with long-wave UV (365 nm, 4.2 mW/cm2) (Blak-RayTM B-100A UV lamp, UVPTM) for 15 

seconds. Hydrogel storage moduli (G’) were measured using a discovery hybrid 

rheometer-2 (DHR-2, TA Instruments) at 37 °C. Frequency sweeps were performed under 
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1% constant strain in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 Hz. Storage modulus of each sample was 

calculated as the average value of the linear region of the storage curve from the 

frequency sweep plot. For statistical analysis, 3 separate measurements were taken in 

which 5 samples from each condition were measured.  

 

Table 2. 1: Peptides' sequence used in hydrogel fabrication. 

Peptide Sequence 

RGD GCGYGRGDSPG 

IBSP GCGYGGGGNGEPRGDNYRAY  

 

Cell culture and encapsulation 

Patient-derived GBM cell lines, HK217 (proneural), HK301 (proneural) and HK280 

(mesenchymal) were collected with strict adherence to UCLA Institutional Review Board 

protocol 10-000655. Cell cultures routinely tested negative for mycoplasma 

contamination (Life Technologies, C7028). Cells (50,000/mL) were cultured in 

DMEM/F12 with 1xG21 (Gemini Bio), 1% noromycin (Invivogen), 50 ng/ml EGF 

(Peprotech), 20 ng/mL FGF-2 (Peprotech), and 25 mg/mL heparin (Sigma-Aldrich). Sizes 

of GBM spheroids were standardized by seeding approximately 600K cells per well into 

AggrewellTM well plates (Stemcell Technologies) one day prior to encapsulation. The 

following day, spheroids were harvested from the wells, centrifuged briefly (200xG, 1 

min.) and resuspended in the hydrogel precursor solution. Spheroid-laden hydrogels were 

formed as described in the above hydrogel fabrication section. Cell migration was 

observed periodically (Imaged at Day 1,3,6 and 9) by acquiring phase contrast images 
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on a Zeiss Axio.Z1 Observer microscope with a Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0 V2 Digital 

CMOS Camera and Zeiss ZEN 2 (Blue Edition) software. Cell migration was quantified 

using shape factor (circularity) and length of migration from sphere edge. To calculate 

circularity, perimeter of each sphere was marked in ImageJ software and circularity 

(4pA/P2, A=area, P=perimeter) was calculated using ImageJ shape description. For 

migration distances, in ImageJ, 5 longest migration distances from the edge of a sphere 

were measured for 10 spheres. For statistical analysis, 3 separate experiments were 

done where migration was analyzed for 10 spheres per condition. At the end of an 

experimental period, hydrogels were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)152 and 

stained with Hoescht (nuclei) and Cell MaskTM (cell membrane). These gels then were 

imaged using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope.  

To block GBM integrin aV, GBM spheroids were incubated with 10 µg/ml Integrin 

alpha V antibody (abcam, ab16821) a day prior to encapsulation. In addition, after the 

encapsulation, hydrogels were incubated in GBM media containing 10 µg/ml of same 

antibody over the course of the experiment.  

GBM cell /EC co-encapsulation 

GBM tumor-derived endothelial cells (TECs) were isolated from freshly patients’ 

tumor resection using magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS) against CD31. Human brain 

microvascular endothelial cells (HBMVECs) were purchased from Sciencell, thawed and 

expanded for 2 passages before cryo-preservation.  Endothelial cells were cultured using 

standard EC media (Sciencell, Cat#1001). Integrin binding sialo protein (IBSP)knock-

down in TECs were achieved using GIPZ IBSP shRNA Viral Particle Starter Kit (Horizon 

Discovery). These cells were passaged once before encapsulation. All endothelial cells 
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were used in early passages (<P5). In order to distinguish GBM cells from ECs, GBM 

cells were infected with a lentiviral vector encoding for blue fluorescent protein (BFP). 

These GBM cells were passaged once before being used in the experiment. We used the 

AggrewellTM (above) to obtain spheroids of relatively uniform sizes. Gliomaspheres of 

100-150 µm were used.  

Co-cultures of ECs and GBM cells were established in two steps. First, GBM 

spheroids were resuspended in HA-cysteine hydrogel precursor, casted in 4 mm 

diameter, silicone rubber molds and hydrogels were crosslinked as described above. In 

the second step, GBM spheroid-laden hydrogels were transferred into 8 mm diameter 

molds and a solution of HA-RGD (500µM RGD) containing ECs (107 cell/ml) was casted 

around the initial hydrogel and formed under UV. Final hydrogels were transferred to EC 

medium and imaged periodically (timepoints similar to previous part) as described above. 

At the end of experiments (Day 9), hydrogels were fixed using 4% PFA and imaged using 

a Leica SP5 confocal microscope.  

Western blot 

EC’s protein content was extracted using established method181. From each EC 

type, 300k cells were isolated, centrifuged at 250XG for 5 minutes to get the cell pellet. 

Media was removed and cells were lysed using RIPA buffer on ice for 15 minutes. Then 

the solution was centrifuged at 17,000 XG for 15 minutes at 4 °C. Supernatant was 

separated and kept at -80 °C.  

To prepare western blot samples, protein solutions were mixed with Laemmli buffer 

(2X, contain 5 %v/v b-mercaptoethanol, bio-rad) in 1:1 ratio and heated at 97 °C for 5 

minutes. Samples were loaded in a NupageTM 4-12% bis-Tris protein gel (Thermo 
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Scientific). Gels were run in MOPS-SDS buffer (20X, thermo fisher) at 60V for 15 minutes 

the 165V for 1 hour. Later proteins were transferred onto a PVDF membrane (Thermo 

Scientific PierceTM) in tris/glycine(10X, Bio-Rad) buffer containing 20%v/v methanol.  

IBSP detection was done using a human IBSP polycolonal antibody (Rabbit, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific) as the primary antibody and then a goat anti-rabbit IgG (HRP 

linked, cell signaling). For the housekeeping gene, GAPDH was stained using a GAPDH 

loading control antibody (mouse, Fisher Scientific) and then a goat anti-mouse IgG 

secondary antibody (HRP, Novus biological). Finally, protein bands were developed using 

the ClarityTM western ECL substrate (Bio-Rad). Protein bands were visualized using 

MYECL gel imager (Thermo Scientific).  

Statistical analysis 

Normality of each data set was analyzed using D'Agostino & Pearson omnibus 

normality test. For normally distributed population, one-way ANOVA and then t-test were 

used to determine the statistical differences among the groups. For non-normal 

distributions, the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was used. 

Results:  

We chose to use high molecular weight hyaluronic acid (MW=750 kDa) as the 

hydrogels’ main component. To do so, we first introduced thiol functional groups to 5-6% 

of carboxylates on N-glucuronic acid of HA disaccharide building blocks using EDC/NHS 

chemistry. The extent of modification was quantified using 1HNMR (Figure 2. 1). 

We utilized thiol-ene photo-click chemistry to fabricate hydrogels (Figure 2. 2). The 

advantage of photo-click chemistry over other methods is the on-demand gel formation 

and higher control over the hydrogel structure since gelation only happens when gel pre-
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cursor solution is illuminated by a light source. Hydrogels mechanical properties was 

modulated by tuning the crosslinking functional group concentration (Figure 2. 2). For 

cell studies, we chose to work with the 0.93 mM thiol content hydrogels as their 

mechanical properties best approximate healthy brain tissue182.  
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Figure 2.1: High molecular weight HA was modified to introduce thiol functionality. 
Representative 1HNMR shows successful introduction of thiols to approximately 5% of 
disaccharide units. 
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Figure 2.2: (left) HA hydrogels fabricated using thiol-ene photo-click chemistry. Thiolated 
HA is used as the main component while PEG-norb is the crosslinker and PEG-SH is 
added for mechanical tunability.  Hydrogel forms when pre-cursor solution is illuminated 
with UV light and generate free radicals from LAP. (right) Mechanical properties of 
hydrogels were modifies by altering the concentration of PEG-SH and PEG-Norb while 
keeping HA concentration at 0.5 w%. 
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Based on the GSC:EC GBM/EC interactome generated by the Kornblum lab, we 

chose to investigate the potential role of some of the highest differentially expressed 

proteins (including lumican, Wnt5A, inhibin-beta A and IBSP) in GBM invasion using our 

in vitro 3D culture model (Figure 2. 3). GBM gliomaspheres were encapsulated in HA 

hydrogels with 250 μM RGD peptide as the base condition. We added the target proteins 

at 10 µg/ml to the incubation media. Only addition of IBSP induced extensive cell 

migration in GBM spheroids.  

To confirm these results, we focused on IBSP and studied GBM migration in three 

cell lines from two main GBM subgroups (proneural and mesenchymal). For this 

experiment, we used and IBSP peptide to compare it directly to a generic RGD peptide. 

Interestingly, in all three cell lines, GSCs in IBSP hydrogels exhibited stronger migratory 

phenotypes. Finally, as the interactome suggested that GBM cells have high expression 

of integrin alpha V (INTaV), we used an INTaV antibody to compete with off IBSP-derived 

peptide bound to INTaV on GBM cells. Results for all three GBM lines clearly showed 

that binding disruption completely abrogated GSC migration (Figure 2. 4).  
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Figure 2.3: Migration of GBM cells were studied in HA hydrogels while the interactome 
proteins were added to the hydrogel. Compared to a generic RGD sequence, only IBSP 
induced significant migratory phenotypes. (Scale bar = 100 µm) Shape factor and 
average migration distance clearly shows the effect of IBSP in GBM migration. statistical 
analysis was done using Mann-Whitney non-parametric test (****: P<0.0001). 
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of GBM migration in HA-IBSP hydrogels against HA-
RGD gels. IBSP induced significantly more migratory behavior in GBM 
gliomaspheres across all three cell lines. In addition, interfering the interaction 
of GBM cells with IBSP through blocking ITNaV stopped cell migration. (Blue: 
Hoechst 33342 stain of nuclei, green: cell maskTM). (Scale bar= 100µm). Cell 
migration from gliomaspheres were characterized at the final day using shape 
factor and average migration distance. Both metrics exhibit higher migratory 
phenotypes in HA-IBSP hydrogels. (****: p<0.0001, ***: p<0.001) 
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Together, these data we show that higher IBSP expression in TECs, compared to 

normal ECs, could potentially cause more migratory activity in GBM cells. To validate 

these results, we developed an interfacing hydrogel system in which GBM spheroids were 

encapsulated in the inner HA-cysteine hydrogel, while TECs were encapsulated in the 

outer HA-RGD hydrogel (Figure 2. 5).  

GBM spheroids co-encapsulated with TECs showed extensive migration. Here, 

brain-mimetic culture scaffolds allowed us to evaluate the GBM/TEC crosstalk in a 3D 

microenvironment which is superior to previous methods. To investigate the role of IBSP 

in GBM migration, we knocked down IBSP expression in TECs using shRNA encoded by 

a lentiviral vector. IBSP knockdown was confirmed using western blot (Figure 2. 6). We 

also verified IBSP expression in wild-type TECs with different passages that were used 

in the experiments. IBSP-knock down TECs were co-encapsulated with GBM spheroids 

using same interfacing hydrogel method. Knocking down IBSP in TECs significantly 

reduced GBM migration. As negative controls, we knocked down GAPDH in TECs as well 

as an IBSP scramble knock down. Neither of these conditions affected GBM migration 

(Figure 2. 7). 
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Figure 2.5: (Top) schematic representation of an interfacing hydrogel fabrication 
process. First solution of HA-cys containing GBM gliomaspheres is injected into 
inner mold and exposed to UV light to form the hydrogel. The inner hydrogel is 
moved to a bigger mold where solution of HA-RGD containing ECs is injected 
around it and exposed to UV to form the outer layer. (Middle) GBM gliomaspheres 
do not show any migration in cysteine condition (negative control) and minimal 
migration when co-encapsulated with human brain microvasculature endothelial 
cells (HBMVECs), whereas co-encapsulation with TECs resulted in an extensive 
GBM migration (scale bar= 100 µm). (Bottom) Shape factor and migration 
distance analysis clearly show the effect of TECs on GBM migration. (****: 
p<0.0001) 
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Figure 2.6: In order to verify the role of IBSP in GBM migration, IBSP expression in 
TECs were knocked down using viral vectors. Western blot analysis confirmed 
expression of IBSP in wild type TECs at passage 1 and passage 5. Moreover, viral 
infection successfully knocked down IBSP expression. As a control we compared TECs 
with HBMVECs which do not express IBSP. 
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Figure 2.7: GBM/ECs co-encapsulation in interfacing hydrogels. GBM cells were 
transfected with a BFP plasmid for tracking purposes. Wild-type ECs were 
transfected with a m-cherry plasmid. Other transfection had a m-cherry subunit in 
the plasmid construct. (Scale bar = 250 µm). Shape factor and migration distance 
quantification show the reduction of GBM migration when IBSP is not expressed 
by endothelial cells. (****: p<0.0001, **: p<0.01, *: p=0.05)  
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Discussion: 

In this chapter, we investigated how the PVN affects GBM cell migration. To do so, 

we fabricated a biomimetic HA based hydrogel platform (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2) to 

encapsulate patient derived primary gliomaspheres. We chose HA since it is one of the 

main components of the brain ECM. Unlike other methods, such as orthotropic murine 

implant, this in vitro platform allowed us to tune chemical compositions of the 

microenvironment to mimic the GBM/PVN interaction. We combined this platform with 

data obtained from the Kornblum lab Interactome to study how proteins, overexpressed 

in GBM vasculature, contribute to GBM invasive behavior. Results in Figure 2.3 and 

Figure 2.4 (with the IBSP peptide), and Figure 2.7 (with ECs co-encapsulation) clearly 

showed that among the Interactome candidate proteins, IBSP induced an aggressive 

phenotype in GBM cells. IBSP, (also known as bone sialoprotein 2 or integrin-binding 

sialoprotein) is a component of mineralized tissue such as bone, and dentin183. In healthy 

tissue, IBSP functions as a nucleus for the first apatite formation184. In cancer, studies 

have focused on the role of IBSP in breast184,185, primary bone186,187, and cervical 

cancers188. A few recent studies have reported expression of IBSP in GBM but none 

investigated its role in GBM invasion189–191. In this chapter, we showed a clear correlation 

between IBSP overexpression in GBM vasculature and GBM migratory phenotypes.   

 This information potentially can be used to develop a novel GBM anti-migratory 

therapeutics, in which GBM invasion could be controlled through targeting the IBSP 

expression in GBM vasculature (by knocking down IBSP). It is necessary to mention that 

this knock-down most likely needs to be targeted to the GBM vasculature to avoid 

complications that may rise from IBPS depletion in other organs like bone. In addition, 
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disrupting the IBSP/GBM interaction through integrin aV (using small molecule drugs) is 

an option to control GBM cell migration. Although a simple treatment in an in vitro setting, 

it is expected that many challenges will be encountered to in vivo translation. The 

complexity of the brain, severe side effects, and impermeable blood-brain barrier makes 

drug delivery to the brain a daunting task192. One example of small molecule drugs, used 

to interrupt GBM integrin/ECM interaction, is Cilengitide. Cilengitide, an integrin 

antagonist, is a cyclic form of the RGD peptide with sub-nanomolar activity against aVb3 

receptor and nanomolar activity against closely related receptors such as aVb5 and 

aVb1193. Although effective in phase I and II clinical trials in the US, Cilengitide failed 

phase III studies, which found that addition of Cilengitide to temozolomide (TMZ), the 

standard chemotherapy, did not increase the median overall survival of GBM patients194. 

The failure of Cilengitide in phase III clinical studies may be due to factors independent 

of its mechanism of action; for example, its short half-life (4-5 hours), inadequate 

penetration through blood-brain barrier (BBB), and rapid clearance from tumor 

tissue195,196. Together, these factors likely prevent achieving consistent therapeutic levels 

in the tumor. One way to tackle these issues would be to use nano-carriers. For instance, 

Zhao et al., 2016, showed that Cilengitide encapsulated in heparin-poloxamer 

nanoparticles was successfully delivered across the BBB and accumulated in GBM 

tumors in a rat model197. Despite the failure of Cilengitide, integrins are still important 

targets in GBM and a deeper comprehension of GBM/ECM interaction is crucial to design 

more effective agents. We believe the HA hydrogel platform is highly suitable for more 

thorough investigations on GBM/ECM interactions. 
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Chapter 3: Role of tumor mechanical properties on glioblastoma 
progression 

Introduction: 

Similarly to many other solid tumors, GBM tumors stiffen (increase in bulk 

mechanical modulus) when compared to the healthy brain tissue75. This increase in 

stiffness has been attributed to increased ECM deposition and compaction, along with 

elevated fluid pressure, in the tumor microenvironment198. Glioma stiffness increases with 

tumor grade, where the most malignant grade, GBM or grade IV glioma, is stiffer than 

lower tumor grades199. GBM has inhomogeneous mechanical properties. The tumor core 

is hyper-cellular core and approximately 10X stiffer than the surrounding, non-cancerous 

tissue, whereas necrotic regions of a GBM tumor are very soft200.  

GBM cell migration and proliferation are directly influenced by the mechanical 

properties of the ECM123,125. For instance, high substrate stiffness facilitates CD44-

mediated migration of GBM cells seeded onto a HA substrate62. At the same time, 

epidermal growth factor (EGFR) signaling and proliferation rates increase with ECM 

stiffness66. This increase in tissue stiffness generates a positive feedback loop, where 

GBM cell proliferation and ECM deposition cause an increase in tissue stiffness, which in 

turn, promotes cell proliferation and matrix deposition75. In addition, growing tumors exert 

mechanical pressure onto healthy brain tissue, which causes cell death in adjacent, non-

cancerous brain tissue201. 

Metabolic alteration is a common in cancers. Over the last decade, tumor 

metabolism has gained immense attention from cancer researchers and altered energy 

metabolism is now considered a fundamental core hallmark of cancer cells202. In 

eukaryotes, energy is produced by oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), where a 
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glucose molecule is converted to a pyruvate which can be further metabolized to 

acetylCoA and fuel the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, an oxygen-dependent process203. 

Alternatively, pyruvate can be metabolized to cytosolic lactate by lactate dehydrogenase 

(LDH). Historically, it was believed that the direct conversion of glucose to lactate only 

occurs in the absence of oxygen. Paradoxically, in 1924, Otto Warburg demonstrated that 

cancer cells dominantly use glucose to produce lactate, even in the presence of 

oxygen204. Although counter intuitive, it has been shown that by increasing their glycolytic 

flux, cancer cells cope with higher energy demands as well as biosynthetic needs205. 

Glucose consumption is the principle behind the use of 2-[18F]-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose 

in positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, where tumor are identified by higher 

glucose uptake206. 

Similar to the other cancer stem cells (CSCs), glioma stem cells (GSCs) have been 

found to rely on glycolysis for their maintenance207. As mentioned above, production of 

pyruvate from glucose is the first step in fueling the TCA cycle through conversion of 

pyruvate, which is converted to acetyl coenzyme A (AcetylCoA) by pyruvate 

dehydrogenase (PDH) after shuttling into in mitochondria. Pyruvate can also be used to 

start the non-oxidative path (glycolysis) by conversion to lactate (through lactate 

dehydrogenase, LDH). In GSCs, activation of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK), 

which phosphorylates and inactivates PDH, as well as activation of LDH-A through HIF-

1a, have been reported208. Together, these results provide strong scientific foundation for 

the hypothesis that GSCs primarily utilize glycolysis to produce energy. In contrast, a 

study by Marin-Valencia et al., 2012, contradicted this finding, reporting that GBM cells 

use both glycolysis and OXPHOS209. Collectively, these results suggest that GSCs utilize 
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both non-oxidative and oxidative pathways to produce energy and biosynthetic 

precursors.  

The majority of studies to date have focused on the role of oxygen and nutrient 

availability around GSCs, as directly controlled by the tumor vasculature. The GBM tumor 

microenvironment is often hypoxic due to aberrant presence of vasculature in GBM210. 

Hypoxia is mainly regulated through HIF family of transcription factors, which regulates 

the expression of a large group of genes including those relevant to metabolism. HIF-1a 

activates transcription of glucose transporters, like GLUT1 and GLUT3, which increases 

glucose availability in GSCs. Furthermore, HIF1-a activates transcription of specialized 

enzymes required for glycolysis, such as hexokinase (HK), pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2) 

and LDH-A210.  

Cancer cell metabolism may reflect a symbiotic relationship among cancer cells 

and stromal cells in the PVN. Sonveaux, et al., 2008, suggested that perivascular cells 

would spare glucose for the hypoxic cancer cells211. Hypoxic cancer cells then would 

convert glucose to lactate via glycolysis, which could be transported back into 

perivascular cells and converted to pyruvate used in OXPHOS211. In a review, Lisanti et 

al., 2014, brilliantly summarized that the stromal cells, in particular cancer-associated 

fibroblasts, increase their aerobic glycolysis to generate excessive lactate and pyruvate 

which are then secreted. Associated tumor cells then absorbed these metabolites for use 

in OXPHOS212. Such symbiotic relationships between glycolytic and oxidative cells has 

been dubbed the “reverse Warburg effect”, where metabolic waste of a group of cells are 

used as the metabolic fuel for a group of neighboring cells213. 
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There are few studies (even fewer in GBM) that connect the mechanical landscape 

of a tumor to its metabolism. Bertero et al., 2019, using orthotropic xenograft mice model 

of sarcoma, defined a crucial role of matrix stiffening in tumor and mechanosignal 

transduction through YAP/TAZ which caused an upregulation in LDH-A expression214. 

This finding suggests that increased tumor stiffness induces a metabolic switch towards 

increased glycolytic activity214. Similarly, Liu. et al., 2020,  described mechanically 

induced, metabolic reprogramming of hepatocellular carcinoma, where a stiffer matrix 

accelerated cell migration through an increase in aerobic glycolysis215. Finally, Sullivan et 

al., 2018,  demonstrated a mechanistic correlation between extra cellular remodeling and 

breast cancer cell metabolism regulation216. In particular, they showed that degradation 

of hyaluronic acid (HA) by hyaluronidase was triggered by an increase in glycolysis.  

In this study, the goal is to identify the role of tumor stiffness in GBM progression. 

Specifically, we focus on the influence of matrix stiffness on GBM metabolism. First, using 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), we measured the mechanical stiffness of patient derived 

GBM tumors orthotopically xenografted in mice. Using 3D, HA-based hydrogels, we 

generated hydrogels approximately stiffness of GBM tumors and normal brain. In 

hydrogel cultures, we use RNA-sequencing and fluorescence-lifetime imaging (FLIM) to 

investigate how stiffness reprograms GBM cellular metabolism. Finally, using small 

molecule inhibitors, we draw a connection between stiffness, mechanosignaling, ECM 

receptors (in particular CD44 and integrins), and metabolic reprogramming.  
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Material and Methods: 

Animal experiments 

Mice were prepared for aseptic surgery in accordance with protocols set by 

UCLA’s Division of Laboratory Animal Medicine. HK408 cells (proneural) expressing 

firefly luciferase and GFP were dissociated with TrypLE (Thermo Fisher) and 

resuspended to 105 cells per 3 µL in growth medium. 3 µL of cell suspension was 

implanted into the right striatum of NSG mice at 0.5 mm anterior and 1.0 mm lateral of 

bregma, and 2.5 mm deep. Tumor growth was monitored by luminescence imaging on 

an IVIS Illumina II system at the Crump Institute’s Preclinical Imaging Technology Center. 

100 μL Dylight-594 tomato lectin (Vector Laboratories) (1mg/ml in PBS) were injected into 

the tail vein 30 minutes prior to euthanasia. Mice brains were freshly sectioned into 100 

µm slices using a Leica VT1200S Vibratome. Brain slices were adhered to glass slides 

using Cell-TakTM cell and tissue adhesive (Corning)217.  

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements  

AFM measurements were done on a Bruker Nano wizard 4 atomic force 

microscope using a silicon nitride cantilever equipped with 2.5 µm (diameter) silicon 

dioxide particles (NovaScan, nominal spring constant of 0.01 N/m). All measurements 

were done in PBS at 37 °C. Post-installation, the probe was allowed to thermally 

equilibrate in the PBS buffer for 1 hour. For every experiment, AFM sensitivity was 

measured using a generated force-curve on the glass slide. In addition, probe’s spring 

constant was measured using the manual thermal calibration. Measurements were done 

at 0.2 µm/s indentation speed while 1 µm indentation was used.  For each region of 

interest, a matrix of 32X32 µm with 4 µm interval was measured (8X8 grid). Data analysis 
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was carried out in JPKSPM data processing software using the Snodden model for 

spherical probes. 

Hydrogel Formation 

Hydrogel precursor solution was prepared by dissolving HA-SH (0.5 %w/v), 4-arm 

thiol terminated polyethylene glycol (PEG-SH) (Laysan Bio), 8-arm norbornene 

terminated polyethylene glycol (PEG-Norb) (Jenkem), 0.025 %w/v lithium phenyl-2,4,6 

trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP, Sigma-Aldrich), 0.25 mM thiolated RGD 

(GCGYGRGDSPG, Genscript), in 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH=7). After dissolving, the 

hydrogel precursor solution was cast into 4mm silicone molds (Grace Biolabs) and 

irradiated with long-wave UV (365 nm, 4.2 mW/cm2) (Blak-RayTM B-100A UV lamp, 

UVPTM) for 15 seconds. 

Hydrogel characterization 

AFM measurements were done as mentioned in the previous section. Hydrogel 

storage moduli (G’) were measured using a discovery hybrid rheometer-2 (DHR-2, TA 

Instruments) at 37 °C. Rheology frequency sweep experiments were performed under 

1% constant strain in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 Hz. Storage modulus of each sample was 

calculated as the average value of the linear region of the storage curve from the 

frequency sweep plot. For statistical analysis, 3 separate measurements were taken in 

which 5 samples from each condition were measured. For diffusion measurements, we 

used fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching (FRAP). Hydrogels were incubated 

with fluorescein isothiocyanate-dextran (FITC-Dextran) solution (0.33 mg/ml in PBS) 

overnight. 5 pre-bleach images were taken at 10% power of 488 laser under a SP5 laser 

scanning confocal microscope (Leica). In order to bleach, 30 μm region of hydrogels were 
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exposed to full power 488 laser (600 μm pinhole) for 20 seconds. 1000 frame of images 

were taken as post bleached images. td values (time for half recover) were calculated from 

fluorescence recovery graphs. Diffusion coefficients (De) were calculated using simplified 

Fick’s law218.  

Cell culture and encapsulation 

Patient-derived GBM cells, HK177 (mesenchymal) and HK408 (proneural), were 

generously provided by Dr. Harley Kornblum at UCLA. All cell lines were collected with 

strict adherence to UCLA Institutional Review Board protocol 10-000655. Cell cultures 

routinely tested negative for mycoplasma contamination (Life Technologies, C7028). 

GBM cells (50,000/mL) were cultured in DMEM/F12 with 1xG21 (Gemini Bio), 1 v/v% 

noromycin (Invivogen), 50 ng/ml EGF (Peprotech), 20 ng/mL FGF-2 (Peprotech), and 25 

mg/mL heparin (Sigma-Aldrich).  

As sphere size can potentially alter spheroid behavior in hydrogels219, GBM 

spheroid sizes were standardized by using AggrewellTM well plates (Stemcell 

Technologies) one day prior to encapsulation. To do so, Aggrewell wells were filled with 

1 ml pluronic F-127 solution (5 %w/v), centrifuged at 3000 G for 5 minutes and incubated 

for 30 minutes at room temperature. Then, wells were washed with 1ml complete media, 

cells were added, and wells were filled to 1 ml with GBM media. Finally, the plate was 

centrifuged at 300 G for 3 minutes.  

The following day, spheroids were harvested from the wells, centrifuged briefly 

(200G, 1 min) and resuspended in the hydrogel precursor solution. Hydrogels were 

formed as described above. Post-formation, spheroid-laden hydrogels were transferred 
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to 24-well well plates and cultured in 500 µl. Half of media volume (250 µl) was replaced 

by fresh media every other day.   

Immunofluorescent staining 

Spheroid-laden hydrogels were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15 

minutes at 37 °C. Then, incubated with PBS solution containing 5% sucrose for 1 hour at 

room temperature followed by PBS solution containing 20% sucrose overnight at 4 °C. 

The next day, hydrogels were incubated in optimal cutting temperature solution containing 

20% sucrose for 3 hours at 4 °C. Finally, blocks were frozen at -30 °C (dry ice+2-

methylbutane mixture) and stored at -80 °C. Cryosectioning was performed on a Leica 

cryostat 3050S to obtain 10–12 µm sections.  

Immunofluorescent staining was done using an established protocol. Cryosections 

were air-chilled for 20 minutes, fixed with 4% PFA for 15 minutes at room temperature, 

washed 3X5 minutes with Tris buffer saline containing 0.1 % (v/v) Tween-20 (TBST). In 

case of cytoplasmic/nuclear staining, sections were permeabilized with Tris-bufferred 

saline containing 0.5% (v/v) triton X-100 for 15 minutes at room temperature. Blocking 

was carried out using a 2% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA)+4% (w/v) normal donkey 

serum/normal goat serum (depending on the secondary) for 1 hour at room temperature. 

Primary antibody incubation was done in blocking solution overnight at 4 °C. The next 

day, sections were washed for 3X5 minutes in TBST, then incubated with secondary 

antibody solution (in blocking solution) for 1 hour at room temperature. Finally, sections 

were washed again for 3X5 minutes using TBST. 
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RNA-sequencing  

At the end of each experiment, 6 hydrogels per condition were combined for RNA 

extraction. RNA extraction was performed based on previously established protocol using 

Qiagen Rneasy Micro kit. Hydrogels were incubated in lysis buffer (RLT) and 

disintegrated using a 1ml syringe equipped with a 20G needle181. The lysate was flown 

through Qiagen Qiashredder column at 17,000 G for 2 minutes. Lysate were transferred 

to the Rneasy micro column and RNA was extracted based on the manufacturer protocol.  

RNA sequencing was performed at UCLA Technology Center for Genomics & 

Bioinformatics (TCGB). RNA concentration and quality were checked using a Nanodrop 

spectrophotometer (Thermofisher). Libraries for RNA-Seq were prepared with KAPA 

Stranded mRNA-Seq Kit. The workflow consists of mRNA enrichment and fragmentation, 

first strand cDNA synthesis using random priming followed by second strand synthesis 

converting cDNA:RNA hybrid to double-stranded cDNA (dscDNA), and incorporates 

dUTP into the second cDNA strand. cDNA generation is followed by end repair to 

generate blunt ends, A-tailing, adaptor ligation and PCR amplification. Different adaptors 

were used for multiplexing samples in one lane. Sequencing was performed on an 

Illumina NovaSeq6000 for PE 2x150 run. Data quality check was done on Illumina SAV. 

Demultiplexing was performed with Illumina Bcl2fastq v2.19.1.403 software. The reads 

were mapped by STAR 2.27a220 and read counts per gene were quantified using human 

Ensembl GRCh38.98 GTF file. In Partek Flow, read counts were normalized by CPM 

+1.0E-4. All results of differential gene expression analysis utilized Partek’s statistical 

analysis tool, GSA.  For differentially expressed gene list, p-values and fold change (FC) 

filters were applied. The filter was p<0.05 and FC>2 for all differential gene expression 
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results. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software (IPA, Qiagen)221 was used for pathway 

analysis. Using the list of significantly (p<0.05) differentially expressed (FC>2) genes, the 

Canonical Pathway analysis, Disease & Function analysis, and networks analysis were 

performed by IPA. 

NADH fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) 

NADH fluorescence lifetime images were acquired with an LSM 880 confocal 

microscope (Zeiss) with a 40x 1.2NA C-Apochromat water-immersion objective coupled 

to an A320 FastFLIM acquisition system (ISS). A Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics Mai 

Tai) with an 80 MHz repetition rate was used for two-photon excitation at 740 nm. The 

excitation signal was separated from the emission signal by a 690 nm dichroic mirror. The 

NADH signal was passed through a 460/80 nm bandpass filter and collected with an 

external photomultiplier tube (H7522P-40, Hamamatsu). Cells were imaged within a 

stage-top incubator kept at 5% CO2 and 37oC. FLIM data were acquired and calibrated 

with the SimFCS 4 software developed at the Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics at 

UC Irvine. Calibration of the system was performed by acquiring FLIM images of coumarin 

6 (~10 µM), which has a known lifetime of 2.4 ns in ethanol, to account for the instrument 

response function. 

Phasor FLIM NADH fractional analysis 

NADH assumes two main physical states, a closed configuration when free in 

solution, and an open configuration when bound to an enzyme222. These two physical 

states have differing lifetimes, 0.4 ns when in its free configuration, and 3.4 ns when in its 

bound configuration223,224. To quantify metabolic alterations, we perform fractional 

analysis of NADH lifetime by calculating individual pixel positions on the phasor plot along 
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the linear trajectory of purely free NADH lifetime (0.4 ns) and purely bound NADH lifetime 

(3.4 ns). We quantify the fraction of free NADH by simply calculating the distance of the 

center of mass of a spheroid’s cytoplasmic NADH FLIM pixel distribution to the position 

of purely bound NADH divided by the distance between purely free NADH and purely 

bound NADH on the phasor plot. To ensure avoiding contribution from background 

fluorescence which may be present in the media, we perform a three-component analysis 

post-background calibration to linearly unmix its contribution. We also use an empirically 

determined intensity threshold for each file to exclude any low-intensity background signal 

arising from the surrounding ECM and media. These segmentation and phasor analysis 

methods are described in detail elsewhere224. 

Receptor inhibition 

To interfere GBM cell interaction with RGD and HA, Cilengitide (CRGD) and ezrin 

inhibitor was used respectively.  Post-encapsulation, spheroids were treated with 

Cilengitide (Sigma Aldrich) and NSC668394 (Ezrin inhibitor, Sigma Aldrich). Cilengitide 

stock solution was prepared at 5 mM in PBS. NSC668394 stock solution was prepared 

at 10 mM in DMSO. For inhibition experiments, final concentration of 25 µM Cilengitide 

and 10 µM NSC668394 were used.  

Statistical analysis 

Normality of each data set was analyzed using D'Agostino & Pearson omnibus 

normality test. For normally distributed population, one-way ANOVA and then t-test were 

used to determine the statistical differences among the groups. For non-normal 

distributions, Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was used. All statistical analysis were 

done in Prism 8 software. 
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Results: 

GBM mechanical properties 

To investigate the biophysical properties of a GBM tumor, patient-derived, GFP+ 

tumor cells were orthotopically xenografted into mice. Unlike other studies, where mice 

brains were extracted at a certain time point, each mouse was sacrificed only when 

euthanasia criteria (weight loss, loss of function, etc.) were met. This way, we were able 

to correlate the stiffness of each tumor to the generated Kaplan-Meier survival curve 

(Figure 3. 1. A). Post-extraction, each brain was sectioned to 150 µm slices using a 

vibratome (Figure 3. 1.B). These slices were adhered to glass slides for AFM 

measurements. Figure 3. 1.B shows three representative slices obtained from three 

individual mouse brains.  For each slice, stiffness of the tumor core (C), tumor edge (E) 

and adjacent brain tissue (AB) were measured (Figure 3. 1.C). Figure 3. 1.D shows 

cumulative stiffness measurements for the three regions of interest. Measured Young’s 

moduli of tumor core, edge, and healthy tissue were 3375±2716 Pa, 1153±1118 Pa, and 

311.5±261.5 Pa, respectively (meidan± standard deviation). In addition to the absolute 

values, cumulative stiffness fold changes (normalized to healthy tissue) are reported in 

Figure 3. 1.E. Based on our data the tumor core is 8.929±6.6 fold and tumor edge is 

2.89±2.8 fold stiffer than the adjacent healthy tissue. 
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Figure 3. 1: Human GBM cells xenografted in murine brain for AFM 
measurements. A) Kaplan-Meier survival curve of murine test subjects. B) 
Representative images of mice brain slices. GBM cells express GFP 
endogenously. Tumor core, edge and adjacent brain tissue are denoted by C, E, 
and AB respectively. C) Micro-compression measurements of each 
representative brain slice show a stiff core with softer periphery, yet both are 
stiffer than adjacent healthy tissue. D) Cumulative micro-compression moduli 
distribution of 5 mice brains. E) Fold increase of tumor core and edge normalized 
to healthy tissue. (****: P<0.0001) 
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3D, hyaluronic acid-based hydrogels to mimic the mechanical landscape GBM  

Using AFM stiffness measurements of GBM xenografts, we designed an HA-based 

hydrogel platform in which, hydrogel mechanical properties could be tuned orthogonally 

to mimic the tumor core and adjacent brain tissue (Figure 3. 2.C). We utilized a thiol-ene 

photochemical technique to take advantage of chemical reaction between thiol (SH) 

functional groups on modified HA, and norbornene functional groups (Norb) on an 8-arm 

PEG-norbornene. This reaction only occurs in the presence of a photoinitiator (here, LAP) 

and a light source (here, 365 nm) as depicted in Figure 3. 2.A. Using this technique, we 

were able to obtain a wide range of hydrogel stiffnesses by tuning the crosslinker 

concentration (4-arm PEG-SH and 8-arm PEG-Norb) while keeping the HA concentration 

constant (0.5 wt%) (Figure 3. 2.B and C). Soft hydrogels (mimicking the healthy tissue) 

swelled about 50% more than the stiff ones (mimicking the tumor core) (Figure 3. 2.D). 

Finally, since stiffer hydrogels were formed by increasing the crosslink density, we 

investigated the diffusion profile of two large molecules (FITC-Dextran, 20 and 70 kDa) 

which cover the size of most nutrients, and growth factors in the growth media. Based on 

our FRAP data, there is no significant differences in diffusion coefficient of dextran 

molecules in soft and stiff hydrogels (Figure 3. 2.E). These data confirm that it is unlikely 

that differences in diffusion between hydrogel conditions drive effects on GBM cell 

phenotypical/genotypical changes.  
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Figure 3. 2: Hydrogel structure and properties: (A) schematic representation of 
hydrogel fabrication using UV light (365 nm), (B) Storage modulus of hydrogels is 
tuned by changing total thiol concentration to represent healthy brain or tumor 
tissue (C) micro-compression modulus of 1mM SH and 3mM SH hydrogels 
measured with AFM, (D) Mass swelling measurements in soft and stiff hydrogel (E) 
Diffusion of two different size of dextran (20kDa and 70 kDa) in soft (120 Pa) and 
stiff (1200Pa) hydrogels were compared to diffusion of respective dextran 
molecules in PBS.(****: P-Value<0.0001) 
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GBM spheroid encapsulation in HA hydrogels 

Uniformly distributed size of GBM spheroids were formed in AggrewellTM well-

plates. Each well of Aggrewell (Aggrewell 400) has 1200 µ-wells. Since the size of 

spheroids are directly controlled by the number of cells plated in each µ-well, different 

number of cells were seeded in each well, and size distribution was studied after 24 hours 

of incubation. As can be seen in Figure 3. 3, each seeding density resulted in a semi-

uniform distribution. We used seeding densities of 100, 250, 500, 750, and 1000 cells per 

µ-well. The resulted spheroid diameters are 72.68±9.88 µm, 103.7±12.83 µm, 

133.9±11.12 µm, 161.8± 15.07 µm, and 187.9±15.34 µm, respectively. To avoid hypoxic 

core formation, we chose to work with 500 cells/µl condition which resulted in sphere size 

between 100-150 µm. 

Next, we sought to investigate the GBM viability in the course of an experiment. 

Therefore, encapsulated spheroids survival was examined using LIVE/DEADâ 

viability/cytotoxicity kit at day 1, 3, and 6 post-encapsulation. GBM cells live percentage 

was not statistically different between soft and stiff hydrogels in each day. On the other 

hand, survival was lower at the end of the experiment time course (day 6) when compared 

to the beginning of the experiment (day 1). Live percentages in soft condition were 

93.2±4.31, 89.58±4.2, and 85.71±1.66 at day 1, 3, and 6, respectively.  In stiff hydrogels 

live percentages for GBM cells were 93.3±4.78, 90.98±5.4, and 82.42±6.39, respectively 

(Figure 3. 4). 
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Figure 3. 3: To form uniform size of GBM spheroids, Aggrewellä  plates were used. 
Spheroid size was controlled by initial seeding density per each micro-well. Size 
distributions were statistically different from one another (P<0.0001). (Scale bar= 
100µm) 
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Figure 3. 4: Live/Dead staining of GBM spheroids in HA hydrogels in the course of an 
encapsulation experiment. There was no difference in GBM cells survival between soft 
and stiff groups in each day. But cell survival was lower in both hydrogel conditions at day 
6 compared to day 1. (Scale bar 100µm) (**: P<0.001) 
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ECM stiffness alters OXPHOS genes’ expression 

To investigate how ECM stiffness affects GBM cells, we used bulk RNA-

sequencing. At the end of each experiment, we extracted RNA from a pool of hydrogels 

in each condition. In addition, RNA was extracted from the gliomasphere culture of the 

same passage. Comparing the RNA-seq results among the repeats for each cell line, and 

between the two cell lines revealed a group of mitochondrially-encoded genes (denoted 

by MT-), that are consistently enriched in stiff hydrogels (Figure 3. 5). The proteins 

translated from these genes are all involved in a mitochondria’s electron transport chain 

(ETC). ETC is a series of protein complexes at the mitochondria inner membrane in which 

synthesis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) happens225.  Many of the genes, 

overexpressed in stiff hydrogels belong to complex I and complex IV of the ETC. These 

results suggest that mechanical properties of microenvironment could potentially affect 

GBM cells’ metabolism, where in stiff microenvironment, GBM cells utilize the oxidative 

phosphorylation (OXPHOS) more than glycolysis (GLY).  
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Figure 3. 5: Bulk RNA-sequencing results represented as heatmaps. For both cell lines, 
Mitochondria-encoded genes (denoted by MT-) are differentially overexpressed in stiff 
hydrogels when compared to soft. (GS: Gliomasphere) 

GS Soft Stiff GS Soft Stiff 
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GBM cells metabolism depends on the ECM stiffness 

As discussed in the previous section, based on our RNA-sequencing results, GBM 

cells overexpress proteins involved in OXPHOS in stiff hydrogels when compared to soft 

hydrogels (Figure 3. 5). To confirm these results, we performed FLIM on GBM spheroids 

cultured in soft and stiff hydrogels. FLIM is a non-invasive method in which, fluorescence 

intensity of a fluorophore is measured overtime to calculate the intrinsic fluorescence 

decay time (lifetime)226. Here, we took advantage of Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

(NADH) autofluorescence properties at 360 nm227. This method eliminates the need for 

any fluorescence staining hence can be used for live-cell imaging. Previously, it has been 

shown that bound NADH (most likely being used in OXPHOS) has higher fluorescence 

lifetime (3.4 ns) than free NADH in cytosol (most likely used for glycolysis) (0.4 ns)228. 

From the measured fluorescence lifetime, one can calculate NADH fraction bound to a 

protein, hence determine whether a cell is using more of OXPHOS or GLY as its 

metabolism pathway223. 

FLIM analysis showed that cells derived from two distinct GBM tumors have more 

bound NADH when cultured in stiff, compared to soft, hydrogels. This finding indicates 

that stiffer substrates induce GBM cells to upregulate OXPHOS activity, while softer 

substrates induce a shift towards dominant glycolysis (Figure 3. 6). Together, results 

suggest that matrix stiffness can cause a switch in GBM cell metabolism and confirms 

our observation from RNA-seq studies where genes related to OXPHOS proteins were 

differentially upregulated in stiff hydrogels.  
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Figure 3. 6: Fluorescence-lifetime imaging (FLIM) used to measure fluorescence-life 
time of NADH. In both cell lines, less fraction of bound NADH was observed in spheres 
encapsulated in soft hydrogels, compared to the ones in stiff hydrogels. Lower fraction 
of bound NADH indicates that GBM cells switch to a more glycolytic metabolism pathway 
in soft hydrogels.  
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Integrins and CD44 directly mediate the metabolism switch  

GBM cell-ECM in the hydrogel platform interactions occur primarily through 

integrins (with RGD) and CD44 (with HA). Thus, we sought to understand whether these 

interactions have a role in mechanical control of metabolism. To inhibit integrin 

interactions with the hydrogel, GBM spheroids were treated with cilengitide (CRGD). 

Cilengitide, a cyclic RGD pentapeptide, specifically inhibits the integrin aV family 

interactions with the RGD motif in many ECM proteins (like vitronectin, fibronectin etc.)229. 

Since CD44 plays many important roles in GBM cell growth, migration, etc., we sought to 

target the specific CD44 downstream interaction which directly plays a role in the cell 

migration and mechanical signaling. Hence, we chose to use a small molecule drug 

inhibiting ezrin/CD44 interaction. Ezrin, an adaptor protein of the ezrin/radixin/moesin 

(ERM) subfamily, bridges the intracellular domain of CD44 receptors and the F-actin 

cytoskeletoon230. Inhibition of ezrin, using a small molecule drug, have been shown to 

inhibit invasiveness behavior in other cancers in an in vitro setting231.  

Gliomaspheres, treated with CRGD showed a small shift towards OXPHOS 

dominance in both soft and stiff hydrogels. When cultured in soft hydrogels, the bound 

fraction NADH increased slightly from 0.5±0.01 in control samples to 0.52±0.03 in CRGD-

treated ones (p=0.0216). In stiff hydrogels, CRGD treatment caused a more pronounced 

shift toward OXPHOS, where fraction of bound NADH increased from 0.53±0.02 in control 

samples to 0.56±0.02 in CRGD treated samples (p<0.0001). Nevertheless, post-CRGD 

treatment, similar to the control, GBM cells in soft condition were using more GLY when 

compared to spheres in stiff condition. In treated conditions, fraction of bound NADH in 

soft and stiff hydrogels were 0.52±0.03 and 0.56±0.02 (p< 0.01).  
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Ezrin inhibition caused a noticeable shift toward OXPHOS in both soft and stiff 

culture conditions. In soft hydrogels, the fraction of bound NADH increased from 0.5±0.01 

in control samples to 0.61±0.01 in treated group (p<0.0001). In stiff hydrogels, the fraction 

of bound NADH increased from 0.53±0.02 in control samples to 0.6±0.008 in treated 

group with the p-value of <0.0001. However, there were no statistical differences between 

gliomaspheres in soft and stiff hydrogels with ezrin inhibition (p-value of 0.32). 

Combinatory treatment of CRGD and NSC668394, worked similarly to ezrin inhibition 

(Figure 3. 7).These data suggest that disruption of ECM-GBM cells interactions, through 

either integrins or CD44, induce a shift toward OXPHOS metabolism. Furthermore, this 

effect most affected when CD44 interactions with the F-actin cytoskeleton are disrupted. 

Moreover, only CD44-F-actin disruption eliminated the difference is metabolic preference 

between gliomaspheres cultured in soft and stiff hydrogels. Together, data clearly show 

that the mechanical signaling can induce metabolic changes in GBM cells, as relayed 

through HA/CD44/F-actin axis.  
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Figure 3.7: FLIM was used to study effect of GVM cell CD44 and Integrins on 
the metabolism switch. (Top) Representative FLIM images of GBM spheroids. 
(Bottom) measured fraction of bound NADH as a metabolism switch indicator. 
(Scale bar = 50 µm) (***: P<0.001). 
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GBM cell migration and metabolism 

In the previous section, we talked about the role of ECM stiffness on GBM 

metabolism switch. In addition to metabolism, we have data showing that stiff 

microenvironment inhibits GBM cell migration (Figure 3.8). On average, in soft hydrogels 

GBM cells migrated 165.54±58.65 µm away from their original Gliomasphere whereas in 

stiff hydrogels no migration was observed. Moreover, our preliminary pH measurements, 

through phenol red absorption at 560 nm, shows lower 560nm absorbance in media 

collected from soft gels at day 6, when compared to media collected from stiff gels (Figure 

3.8). At day 3, the 560 nm absorbances are 0.1367±0.011 and 0.1274±0.013 for soft and 

stiff conditions respectively (p=0.1137). At day 6, the absorbance values are 

0.1486±0.007 and 0.1613±0.011 for soft and stiff hydrogels respectively (p<0.01). It has 

been shown that phenol-red lower absorbance at 560nm corresponds with a lower pH232.  

On the metabolism side, our FLIM data suggests that in soft hydrogels, where 

GBM gliomaspheres preferentially use glycolysis, migratory cells switch their metabolism 

to OXPHOS (Figure 3.9). in soft hydrogels the fraction of bound NADH increased from 

.5±0.018 in gliomaspheres to 0.55±0.015 in the migratory population (p<0.0001). 
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Figure 3.8: (Top) GBM spheroids encapsulated in soft hydrogels exhibit strong 
migratory phenotype whereas in stiff conditions no cell migration was observed. 
(scale bar = 100 µm) (Blue: Hoechst staining of nuclei, Green: Phalloidin staining of 
actin). (Bottom) Phenol-red absorbance measurement at 560 nm shows at day 6, 
environment is more acidic around soft gels compared to stiff ones. 
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Figure 3.9: FLIM comparison of a GBM spheroid and GBM migratory 
population is soft hydrogels. The migratory cells, originated from the same 
sphere on top, adopt a more OXPHOS metabolism pathway. (Scale bar = 
50 µm) (****: p-value <0.0001). 
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Discussion: 

These studies investigated effects of mechanical properties of the matrix on GBM 

cells. We first measured stiffness of GBM tumors xenografted into murine brains and 

correlated that with overall survival. In Figure 3. 1, we showed that GBM tumor core 

stiffness increases to approximately 10X of the adjacent brain tissue before a mouse met 

euthanasia criteria. This increase in the stiffness potentially could contribute to mice 

outcome since the stiffer tumor presses against the adjacent brain tissue and could cause 

cell death in the adjacent brain tissue. In addition, our results suggest that tumor stiffness 

is heterogenous, where tumor edge is softer than non-necrotic core and non-cancerous 

brain tissue is softer than both. This mechanical heterogeneity may contribute to the 

observed heterogeneity in GBM cells residing at the core of the tumor compared to ones 

residing at the edge. For instance, Minata, et al., 2019,  reported that while GSCs at the 

tumor core resemble the mesenchymal subtype, GSCs at the edge are more similar to 

the proneural subtype233. 

We sought to study the role of this mechanical landscape on GBM spheroids. 

Therefore, we utilized HA-based hydrogels to mimic the stiffness of a GBM tumor core 

and adjacent brain tissue (Figure 3. 2).  Although many studies have shown that matrix 

stiffness has effects on GBM cells phenotype/genotype68,147,234, few have explored 

stiffness-induced changes in GBM metabolism. Chen et al., 2017,  reported a decrease 

in GBM invasion (U251) with increasing the stiffness but they did not observe any 

changes in metabolic activity of U251 cells235. Hughes et al., 2020, showed that in GBM 

tumor-initiating cells, OXPHOS genes’ expression is regulated by matrix stiffness where 

L0 patient-derived classical subtype GBM cells differentially overexpressed OXPHOS 
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genes on stiff substrates when compared with soft substrates236. Interestingly, Randall et 

al., 2020, demonstrated that in a GBM xenograft model, GBM cells at the edge of the 

tumor overexpress genes related to fatty acid metabolism237. Fatty acid metabolism has 

been shown to be a possible key factor in GBM prognosis, where addition of Atorvastatin 

increased rats’ survival with xenografted GBM238. Atorvastatin is a competitive inhibitor of 

HMG-CoA reductase which reduces HMG-CoA to mevalonate. Mevalonate pathway is 

an important metabolic pathway in biosynthesis of sterols and isoprenoids which are 

integral to tumor growth239. It is possible that these observed differences in fatty acid 

metabolism may arise from different ECM stiffness at the tumor core and edge. Our 

results from RNA-sequencing (Figure 3. 5) and FLIM (Figure 3. 6) clearly showed that 

GBM cells, depending on the microenvironment stiffness, adopt a different metabolic 

mechanism (OXPHOS vs. GLY). This result is similar to Hughes et al., 2020, findings 

described above. The primary GBM gliomasphere culture condition (used in our studies) 

enriches the GSCs population which have phenotypical/genotypical similarities to L0 

GBM tumor initiating cells used in Hughes et al., 2020, studies240.  

Furthermore, we showed that GBM cell migration in soft hydrogels is concurrent 

with a lower pH in the microenvironment (Figure 3.8). This is particularly interesting as 

enzymes responsible for matrix degradation (i.e., MMPs, hyaluronidase) are more active 

in acidic pH241,242. For GBM cells to migrate in a microenvironment, they either need to 

degrade the matrix around them or squeeze through the matrix pores. Since GBM 

gliomaspheres switch to GLY in soft hydrogels, we hypothesize that the lower pH in the 

soft condition is due to the production of lactic acid as a by-product of glycolysis243. This 

lower pH, in turn activates matrix remodeling enzymes (MMPs and Hyaluronidase) to 
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facilitate cell migration. Sullivan et al., 2018, demonstrated that in breast cancer, 

degradation of HA by hyaluronidase triggers an increase in glycolysis216. These findings, 

in conjunction with ours, suggest a possible positive feedback loop where degradation of 

HA by hyaluronidase increases GBM cell glycolysis. This increase in glycolysis in turn 

lowers the pH and activates more hyaluronidase to increase HA degradation. The order 

in which these events may occur is not clear and needs further investigation. 

To investigate this more thoroughly, we propose 3 future experiments: 1) lowering 

the pH manually in both soft and stiff conditions and compare it with the control samples. 

2) measuring hyaluronidase activity using a hyaluronidase activity assay kit (Razie assay 

kits, Amsbio)244,245, and 3) interrupting glycolysis, using a lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 

inhibitor, and observing effects on GBM cell migration. 

To summarize this chapter, data showed that the stiffness of a GBM tumor plays 

a direct role (through HA/CD44 interaction) in GBM cell metabolism and cell migration. 

GBM in stiff hydrogels, mimicking the stiffness of the core of the tumor, utilize OXPHOS 

more than glycolysis. On the other hand, GBM cells in soft hydrogels, mimicking the 

stiffness of the edge of the tumor, utilize glycolysis more. This switch to GLY in soft 

hydrogels potentially decreases the microenvironment pH and facilitates GBM migration 

by activating ECM-remodeling enzymes. Based on these, we hypothesize that inhibition 

of GBM glycolysis, through LDH activity, could be beneficial in controlling GBM cell 

invasion. There are few evidences in literature exhibiting the efficacy of LDH inhibition in 

GBM. Daniele et al., 2015, showed that LDH-A inhibitors (NHI-1 and NHI-2) lowered 

U87MG cell viability246. Nevertheless, none has studied the role of LDH (and glycolysis) 

in GBM cell migration. There have been multiple clinical trials, targeting metabolism in 
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different cancers, summarized in a recent review by Clem et al., 2016 247. For example, 

a phase II trial of AT-101 (a LDH-A inhibitor) showed stabilization of tumors in 16% of 

GBM patients248. Other LDH-A inhibitors such as galloflavin249,JQ250, and FX11251  are 

still in preclinical stages. Nevertheless, since many metabolic alterations in GBM can exist 

across various GBM genotypes, it is not farfetched to hypothesize that targeting GBM 

metabolic abnormalities might gain more success than targeting genomic alterations252. 

In addition, many preclinical studies have showed the benefit of targeting metabolism in 

combination with current clinical methods252. For instance, in many cancers, a high rate 

of glycolysis is correlated with radio-resistance, while inhibition of glycolysis appears to 

sensitize cancer cells to radiation252. Dwarakanath et al., 2009, showed that inhibition of 

glycolysis using 2-deoxy-glucose enhances radiation-induced GBM cell damage253. 

Similarly, studies have showed that inhibition of glycolysis induces a modest sensitization 

to the treatment with TMZ, an alkylating chemotherapy commonly used in GBM patients, 

in GBM cells both in vitro and in murine models254,255. These studies, combined with our 

findings presented here, accentuate the need for a more suitable preclinical model (such 

as our HA hydrogel platform) of GBM metabolism. 
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Chapter 4: Future development 

The overarching goal of this dissertation has been to develop a three-dimensional 

(3D), biomimetic platform to enable human-relevant investigations of glioblastoma (GBM) 

in vitro. We have successfully developed an HA-based hydrogel system formed via the 

facile thiol-ene photochemical technique. This method allowed us to fabricate HA-based 

hydrogels with tunable chemical and mechanical properties to investigate various aspects 

of GBM microenvironment. Using this platform, we were able to investigate the role of 

perivascular niche on GBM migration (Chapter 2). Additionally, we showed that how 

tumor stiffness alters GBM cells phenotype/genotype (Chapter 3). To improve upon the 

current HA platform, we are working on two aspects, discussed below. 

Interfacing hydrogels (IH) 

Most of the hydrogel constructs used for experiments presented in this 

dissertation, can only represent a single property of the GBM microenvironment. For 

example, in Chapter 3, GBM cells are encapsulated either in a soft or a stiff hydrogel. 

These hydrogels are not able to mimic the microenvironment transition in human GBM 

tumors where GBM cells at the edge of a tumor experience multiple stiffness, a stiff tumor 

and a softer non-cancerous tissue. To resolve this, we have been developing an 

“Interfacing Hydrogel” (IH) system, which can mimic this mechanical transition. A first 

prototype of this system was used in Chapter 2, Figure 2. 5. We are working on improving 

the throughput of the method as well as adopting it to model mechanical transitions in 

GBM tumor microenvironment. Figure 4. 1, shows a schematic view of the IH platform, 

which allows us to accurately position a smaller hydrogel in the center of a larger one. In 

contrast to the prototype in Chapter 2, the position of each hydrogel can be accurately 
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controlled which would allow us to separate hydrogels from the interface, extract cells 

from each hydrogel and study them separately (using single cell RNA sequencing).   
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Figure 4. 1: Schematic representation of a new Interfacing hydrogel system. (Top) 
deconstructed view and (Bottom) assembled view. (Scale bar = 10mm) 
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We used the thiol-ene photochemical technique in conjunction with the IH system 

to form concentric hydrogels in which mechanical properties of each hydrogel could be 

tuned separately. A concentric IH hydrogel in which a stiff inner hydrogel (mimicking 

tumor) was embedded in a soft outer hydrogel (mimicking surrounding non-cancerous 

brain tissue) (Figure 4. 2). We performed micro-compression studies using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) to measure mechanical properties of various locations along the X-

axis. As can be seen, the center (x=0) with modulus of around 30 kPa is around 10-15X 

stiffer than the softer side (x=3500) with modulus of around 2-3 kPa. Meanwhile the 

interface (x=2000) is only 3X softer than the core with modulus of 10 kPa. These results 

clearly show the capability of the IH system to mimic our data from xenografts studies 

(Figure 3. 1). 

We encapsulated GBM cells in IH constructs of different interfaces. To mimic a 

GBM tumor interfacing with the adjacent non-cancerous tissue, GBM cells were 

encapsulated in a stiff inner hydrogel. Then the inner gel was embedded in a soft hydrogel 

(Stiff-Soft IH). As a control, GBM cells were encapsulated in a soft inner hydrogel and 

then embedded in a soft hydrogel (Soft-Soft IH). We did not encapsulate cells in Soft-Stiff 

and Stiff-Stiff IH since based on our previous data, GBM cells do not show any migratory 

phenotype when encapsulated in a stiff microenvironment. Interestingly, cells 

encapsulated in Stiff-Soft IH construct exhibited a faster migratory behavior where they 

migrated further away from the interface (Figure 4. 3). We will use these constructs to 

separate the migratory population from the stationary ones. Then, we will perform single 

cell RNA-sequencing to study differential gene expressions in two cell populations.  
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Figure 4. 2: The interfacing gel can be used to mimic the stiffness transition of the 
microenvironment in a GBM tumor. (left) the inside hydrogel with radius of 2mm was 
actuarily formed in a larger hydrogel. (right) AFM micro-compression measurements 
from the center of two hydrogels (0) to the outer hydrogel shows the ability of 
interfacing hydrogels to mimic the mechanical transition in GBM microenvironment.   
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Figure 4. 3: GBM cells were encapsulated in the inner hydrogel. (Left) GBM cells 
encapsulated in an IH construct where both inner and outer hydrogel were soft. (right) 
GBM encapsulation in a tumor mimicking IH where the inner gel was stiffer than the 
outer gel. In the tumor mimicking IH, GBM cells migrated faster and further away from 
the interface. (Red=Phalloidin actin staining, Blue= Hoechst nuclei staining) (Scale 
bar= 250 µm) 
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Stress-relaxing hydrogels 

In Chapter 3, we presented a thiol-ene photochemical method to fabricate 

hydrogels with a wide range of mechanical properties. We have observed that GBM cells 

only show migratory behavior in soft hydrogels while in stiff hydrogels no migration was 

noticed (Figure 3. 8). Beside the differences in pH and enzyme activity (discussed in 

Chapter 3), differences in GBM migration when cultured in soft and stiff hydrogels could 

be partially attributed to the elastic nature of our hydrogels. As can be seen in Figure 4. 

4, based on dynamic modulus measurements (with a rheometer), while increasing 

crosslink density (via increasing SH concentration) increases the storage moduli (G’) by 

10-fold, it only increases the loss moduli of hydrogels (G”) by 3-fold. This mismatch would 

make the hydrogels more elastic than viscous in stiffer conditions. The viscosity of a 

hydrogel is an important parameter for cells to be able to move in between hydrogel 

network, since it would allow cells to deform the hydrogel network256. 

To solve this, we have been working on a stress-relaxing hydrogel system based 

on imine bond formation between hydrazide and aldehyde functional groups. A hydrogel 

network formed from this reaction is shown to be stress-relaxing in which encapsulated 

cells are able to move through the hydrogel network by locally deforming imine bonds. 

The imine bonds would form quickly enough to be suitable for cell-laden hydrogel 

formation257,258.  
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Figure 4. 4: Rheology data of soft and stiff hydrogels. 
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To prepare necessary precursors for hydrogel formation, we are functionalizing HA 

with a hydrazide group (HA-Hyd). In addition, we will add hydrazide functional groups on 

a 4-arm PEG to achieve 4 arm PEG-hydrazide (PEG-Hyd). Hydrogels will be formed by 

mixing the HA-Hyd+PEG-Hyd solution with a solution of PEG-dialdehyde. To perform 

these steps, we will use two separate methods: 

EDC/NHS conjugation 

We are using the EDC/NHS chemistry to conjugate adipic acid dihydrazide (ADH) 

on HA carboxyl groups (Figure 4. 5.A). This aqueous reaction is similar to what we have 

used to functionalize HA with thiols (SH) (Figure 2. 1). To assess the extent of 

modification, we will use TNBS (2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid) assay. So far, we 

have successfully achieved 14% modification on HA. Same method will be used to 

conjugate ADH to arms of a 4-arm PEG-acetic acid (PEG-COOH) (Figure 4. 5.B). So far, 

this method only yielded 50% modification success. To increase the yield, we will need 

to use higher molar ratio is EDC/NHS/ADH and/or perform the reaction in an anhydrous 

organic solvent (like DMSO) to prevent EDC/NHS hydrolysis.  

 Michael-addition chemistry 

As an alternative method, we will use Michael-addition chemistry to functionalize 

HA and PEG. To do so, we will conjugate a maleimide-PEG-hydrazide to thiolated HA 

(HA-SH) through the maleimide-thiol click chemistry (Figure 4. 6.A). Same linker will be 

used to modify a 4-arm PEG-SH (Figure 4. 6.B). 
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Figure 4. 5: EDC/NHS modification of A) HA and B)4-arm PEG-COOH to add hydrazide 
functional groups. 
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Figure 4. 6: Michael-addition click chemistry modification of A) HA-SH and B)4 arm 
PEG-SH to introduce hydrazide functional group 
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Chapter 5: Broader impact 

 For any type of disease, drug development is a time-consuming, expensive, and 

labor-intensive process that has many steps including target identification, compound 

discovery, preclinical verification, and clinical trials259. One major step in this procedure is 

high-throughput (HTP) characterization of pharmaceutical targets and agents. Currently, 

most HTP assessments are done on 2D-cultured cells (i.e., cells cultured in a well plate). 

Many studies260,261, as well as our previous work152,262, have shown the necessity of 3D 

culture models with biomimetic properties for a better drug response. For example, we 

showed that patient-derived GBM cells encapsulated in the 3D HA hydrogels better 

exhibit the acquired resistance to the EGFR inhibition than gliomasphere culture152. 

Therefore, we believe that integrating our 3D hyaluronic acid (HA)-based 

hydrogels into an HTP system can fill the technological gap in preclinical studies. 

Relatively low viscosity of the hydrogel precursor solution, tunability of chemical and 

physical properties, and the on-demand hydrogel formation via photo-activated thiol-ene 

chemistry make our HA system a suitable candidate for integration into available HTP 

systems (such as MANTIS® liquid handler, Formulatrix). The integration of HA hydrogels 

with HTP systems would allow researchers to investigate the outcome of therapeutic 

agents, individually and in combination, on various GBM patient-derived cell lines in a 

biomimetic microenvironment. These studies normally require thousands of samples, 

which is impractical to do manually. 

 Another rapidly growing field to use the HA-based HTP system is personalized 

medicine. The goal of the personalized medicine is to develop therapeutic regimens for 

targeted group of people whom the traditional methods have failed. The belief is that as 
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each individual possess unique molecular, and physiological characteristics, tailored 

clinical intervention may be required263. In GBM, current standard treatment includes 

maximal surgical removal followed by radiotherapy and concomitant temozolomide (TMZ) 

with further adjuvant therapies like bevacizumab264,265. We discussed the different 

subtypes and various unique nuances in each patient-derived cell line (Chapter 1). This 

unique molecular signature in each subtype/group emphasizes on a need for a more 

tailored therapeutics regimen. Recent advancements in nucleic acid sequencing methods 

has enabled researchers to characterize GBM molecular signatures more accurately and 

driven the field to more personalized therapeutic approaches266. This has led to the 

development of a new generation of GBM therapeutics based on molecular inhibitors, 

antibodies, etc. As sequencing might not be an option for each individual GBM patient, 

the HA-based HTP system could be beneficial to examine the efficacy of these new drugs 

cells derived from a specific patient’s tumor. In addition, acquired resistance to 

therapeutic agents is a complication that cannot be predicted from 2D HTP screens (Due 

to lack of a 3D microenvironment)262. On the other hand, the HA hydrogel platform has 

shown the capability in conserving the GBM therapeutic resistance152. The HA HTP 

platform potentially could overcome these by screening the patient-specific GBM cells’ 

response (efficacy, resistance etc.) to a wide range of available therapeutic agents to 

provide a better insight on the most applicable drug regimen for each patient. 

Working toward a personalized medicine in GBM, patients’ GBM cells can be 

obtained from surgical biopsies or after the surgical removal of the tumor. These cells 

would be directly encapsulated in HA hydrogels through a HTP system. Patient-specific 

drug responses would be obtained by comparing the GBM cell proliferation, survival and 
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acquisition of resistance of multiple known GBM therapeutic agents. The outcome then 

could be used to design a patient-specific tailored drug regimen that is most effective 

against the specific patient tumor. Through this process, one can potentially determine 

the most effective drug combination as well as the lowest effective dosage for an 

individual patient. The personalized drug regimen could substitute the generic TMZ 

administration after the surgical removal of the tumor while being administered 

concurrently with the radiation.  
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